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Dedication unifies SOLES community

BY MARY BETH
BARKER

BY DANA FLACK

NEWS EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

USD earns diversity
award
USD earned a prestigous
award recently from the
American Association
of Colleges for Teacher
Education.
The award, "Best
Practice Award in Support
of Global Diversity and
Inclusion," was presented
to SOLES for their dedica
tion to incorporating issues
of diversity, politics,
culture and ethnicity in the
education and curriculum
at USD.
The award was pre
sented in February at the
Association's 59th Annual
Meeting & Exhibits in New
York City.
St. Patrick's Day per
former in Aromas
Mike Pinto is back for
another performance at
Aromas Saturday, March
17 from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m.
In honor of St. Patrick's
day, the first 25 people to
attend will recieve free
drink tickets.
For more information
on Mike Pinto and his
music visit www.myspace.
com/littledistrict.
Special screening of
"Crash" at USD
The Women's Law As
sociation, Professor Lobel's
Law and Social Justice
Film Series and the Diver
sity Center are showing a
screening of "Crash."
The film is being shown
for its highlights of racial
tension and multi-cultural
issues that leave the viewer
contemplating these impor
tant issues.
The event will take place
March 15 at 4:30 p.m. in
Warren Hall room 3B.

The financial contributors
to the construction of the new
School of Leadership and Ed
ucation Sciences building, as
well as many members of the
SOLES community recently
had the opportunity to tour
the unfinished building.
The tour of the building,
which already has a wall that
will contain the signatures of
all who helped finance the
project, took place on Tues
day, March 6.
Members of SOLES have
previously been dispersed
throughout the university
because they never had a
building of their own. Finally,
the students and faculty of
SOLES will have a place to
house their community.
"We will be having all the
faculty and staff and students
together for the first time in
the same building. The facul-

C0URTESY OF ERIC GR0TTER

The School of Leadership and Education Sciences was dedicated, but still remains under construction.

major role in the creation of
this building and are recog
nized greatly for all of their
support. Most of the patrons
are USD alumni or faculty.

"[The building] is going
to be named Mother Rosalie
Hill, who is the founder of

Violent crime continues in beach communities

Diocese
fights legal
battle

ty doesn't really have a home
and this is a place that we can
call home," said Gary Neiger,
director of SOLES.
The patrons have played a

warning" to be disseminated
on UNET and possibly on
Facebook and Myspace for
EDITOR IN CHIEF
students in light of recent
crimes.
Early Saturday morning
Violent crimes have also
residents of Mission Beach
been reported in Pacific
heard the screams of a
Beach. After leav
20-year-old USD stu
"She
fought,
she
kicked,
ing
a bar on Garnet
dent as she was attacked
Avenue around 12:30
on the boardwalk near
she
screamed,
she
p.m. last Friday a
San Luis Rey Place.
man was attacked by
Lt. Brian Ahearn of
alerted other people in four other bar patrons,
the San Diego Police
beaten and stabbed 16
Department told NBC
the
area
that
she
was
in
times, according to the
7/39 San Diego that
Union-Tribune. Two
"She fought, she kicked,
distress."
men,
including the
she screamed, she alert
stabber,
have been ar
Lt. Brian Ahearn, SDPD
ed other people in the
rested and the victim
area that she was in disis
reportedly expected
tress." Nearby officers
to
survive. Addition
patrolling the area also
The Union-Tribune reports ally, a 33-year-old man was
heard the screams and were
that
the woman was "treated arrested on March 5 for al
able to arrest a suspect who
has not yet been named and is for injuries at a hospital" and legedly peeping into Pacifc
expected to be arraigned later "sex crimes detectives were Beach homes, breaking into
investigating."
this week.
USD has issued a "security See CRIME, page 6
"We heard a loud scream,
BY NATALIE
ZANZUCCHI

but we thought it was the
party upstairs," Kirby Brooks,
junior and resident of San Luis
Rey, said. "The police came to
our house and showed us two
pictures of possible suspects,
but we had never seen them."

See SOLES, page 6

BY SAMANTHA SHOREY
STAFF WRITER

San Diegans quickly picked
sides after the local Catholic
Diocese filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy on Tuesday. This
stopped all pending lawsuits
from going to trial regard
ing the alleged sexual abuse
scandals involving priests.
Victims were left with many
unanswered questions.
The decision shocked
many parishioners consider
ing the historical wealth of
the Catholic Church.
"It's tragic, not simply the
action of the Diocese but the
entire chain of events,"

See DIOCESE, page 2
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BY MARY BETH
BARKER
NEWS EDITOR

Japan and Australia
sign security pact
Japanese
Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe
has agreed to sign
a security pact with
Australia as part of a
defense deal. This is
the first deal of this
kind Japan has made
with any nation other
than the US.
It is not identical
to the mutual defense
treaty concerning the
US, but could eventu
ally lead to military
and intelligence col
laboration.
Rumors
maintain
that this recent agree
ment is due to Japan's
fear of China's grow
ing military power. Not
only that, but people
question whether or
not this means Japan is
moving away from its
neutral status. Is this
action going to be a
catalyst for future con
flict? Abe denied these
rumors, saying that

the contract will "help
stabilize the entire AsiaPacific region."

Missiles strike religious
target
A missile attack on the
border of Afghanistan left
80 dead. The missile's
target was the seminary
of Chinagai in the Bajaur
area of Afghanistan.
The missile was meant
to focus on local militants,
who were well-known
supporters of Al-Qeada
and the Taliban. Also
killed in the attacks were
civilians and children.
The day of the attack
occurred the same day a
peace deal was supposed
to be signed between the
government and local
militants.
UK combats global
warming
Britain's
govern
ment will soon issue its
new climate bill with an
emphasis on reducing
carbon emissions. By
2050 emissions would
be reduced 60 percent. In
addition to cutting carbon
emissions, the bill would

require annual emission
reduction targets as well
as budget reports and a
method to monitor emis
sions.
The new bill is already
receiving opposition from
politicians who claim
that legislation based on
a single year's weather is
imprudent. If passed, this
would be the world's fifst
"legal framework for a
low-carbon economy."

children and those
of Pakistan.
Musharraf, however, with breathing condi
maintains that the real tions such as asthma
reason is because of have been advised to
complaints
concerning wear surgery masks or
the misuse of authority to simply stay inside.
and actions unbefitting of Travel by car or plane
one in a judicial position. has also been delayed
The government has not due to poor visibility.
given any further details
regarding the allegations.
Chaudry declared that Russia upsets Iran
he would defend himself with delays
and not give in to the
Iran has recently
charges levied against criticized Russia for
Chief Justice abuses au him.
holding up the launch
thority
of Iran's first nuclear
President
Pervez Deadly haze causes power station.
Musharraf has suspended health problems
Russia is respon
Iftikhar
Mohammed
Thailand is experienc sible for shipping
Chaudry, a Chief Justice ing the worst haze in 14 nuclear fuel the station
in Pakistan, from his po years due to smoke from needs. Russia claims
sition in light of recent fires around Myanmar the delay is due to pay
allegations. Citizens have and Laos. The smoke ment issues concern
taken a stand against the stems from forest fires
ing Iran.
injunction, claiming the and slash-and-burn farm
Other
payment
president's actions are ers who simply burn their issues also resulted in
unconstitutional.
post-harvest crop in order the delay of the nuclear
The people suspect that to quickly grow new pro reactor being launched
the main cause of his sus duce
on time.
pension was Chaudry's
The recent flames are
Now, reports say
case choices. They were sending up smoke so thick that the nuclear power
often out of favor with the haze is causing health station will not
be
the government and in problems.
Symptoms up and running until
volved possible scandal include burning and wa November, already a
related to the government tering eyes, coughing and two month delay from
and intelligence agencies sore throats. The elderly, September's original
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Diocese bankruptcy incites dismay and sympathy
Diocese, continued

Advertising Rep

Dr. Joseph Colombo,
professor of Theology
Dr. David Sullivan
and Religious Studies at
Academic Advisor USD said, "Had bishops
Marie Minnick
been doing their job
Operations Advisor attending to their
sheep [John 21] we
would never have
come to this posi
tion." John 21, a
section of the New
Testament,
says
that if you truly
love God you take
care of his follow
ers.
It is an impor- —
The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues generated
tant passage to Co
by advertising and a student fee. Advertising
materia] published is for information purposes
lombo and many Catho
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
lics.
Catholics are left to
commercial venues by the staff or University. The
Vista office is located in the lower level of the
question the hypocrisy
University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
that has arisen during the
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
allegations.
San Diego. CA92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimen
Colombo, as well as
tary. all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
victims
of the crimes,
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the writers
or columnists and not necessarily those of The
are still waiting for re
Vista staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
pentance, one of the
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and
must be signed. For identification purposes, USD
signature
practices of the
identification numbers and writer's year must be
included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right
Catholic Church. "I have
to edit published letters. Any content sent to the
editor will be considered for publication unless
yet
to hear a true public
otherwise stated.
Charlie Farra

Distribution Manager

statement and a request
for forgiveness from
those who acted; [To
hear] 'I was given charge
of your welfare to see you
flourish as Disciples of

senior. Danielle DiVello,
a sophomore, agrees.
"The church has more
than enough money," Di
Vello said.
She refers to the pos
sible $200 million
in awards, had
the case gone to
trial, as "chump
change."
Stephanie
Dauwe, also a
sophomore, can
see
the
other
side. "It is more
important for a
prominent
religious community
to survive than
for alleged victims to
be over compensated,"
Dauwe said.
Bishop Robert Brom,
as quoted in the San
Diego
Union-Tribune,
refers to the bankruptcy
as "not a cop out" and
Colombo is sympathetic.
"I can understand the
reasoning as a last resort.
The assets of the Dio-

"The assets of the
Diocese in San Diego
do not belong to the
bishop but the Roman
Catholic community."
Professor Colombo

Christ and I failed you,"
Colombo said. Presently
statements have merely
alluded to the legal
charges.
Students on campus at
USD, a Catholic institu
tion, have chosen sides as
well.
"It's
important to
admit they made a
mistake,"Ben
Inouye,
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cese in San Diego do not
belong to the bishop but
the Roman Catholic com
munity," Colombo said.
The lawsuit is a blow
to all Catholics, both the

victims and churchgoers.
"[Parishioners] are as
much the victims in this
situation. Victims should
not have to pay for other
victims." Colombo said.
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Law School hosts "Wal-Martization in Motion"
BY STEPHEN BRITT
STAFF WRITER

Last Thursday the Law and Social
Justice Film Series, hosted by the USD
Law School, presented a panel of three
different movies delving deep into the
discussion of the effects of Wal-Mart
on a global level.
Organized by Professor of Law Orly
Lobel, the series included three differ
ent movies - one highlighting the posi
tive effects of Wal-Mart (entitled "Why
Wal-Mart Works and Drives Some
People C-R-A-Z-Y") one the negative
(entitled "Wal-Mart: The High Cost of
Low Prices") and one that took a neu
tral approach (entitled "Is Wal-Mart
Good for America?").
The turnout to the event included a
large number of law students, under
graduates and several professors. The
series included introductions to each
film with questions and brief commen
taries by Lobel who specializes in em
ployment and administrative law, ap
plying the situation with Wal-Mart to
that of the possible legal consequences
of their treatment of employees.
Those who viewed Wal-Mart fa
vorably in the documentary see it as
a champion retailer for the poor: a
one-stop shopping center where most
people can afford to buy groceries
and products needed for living at the
cheapest possible price.
It also claims employment to the
largest number of minorities and se
niors of any corporation in the nation
and provides jobs to approximately 1.3
million Americans.
Critics of Wal-Mart in the nega
tive-slanted film cite several major
problems in the business' practices and
seeming disregard for the well being of
their employees. From day one, WalMart has paid its employees wages at
or slightly above minimum wage.

On top of this, employees are of
fered poor health benefits that require
employees to pay $75 out of every
paycheck to get. Because of this, WalMart encourages full-time employees
to use public healthcare and welfare
programs simply to get by.
Workers have also recently settled
several class-action lawsuits around
the nation for making them work off
the clock in order to avoid having to
pay overtime wages that would have
totaled over $150 million.
Another criticism of the company in

percent of their products from suppli
ers in China alone.
Part of the reason for this was in that
Wal-Mart forced some of their sup
pliers to migrate to China as a place
where manufacturing was unhindered
by protections for employees and mini
mum wages. This has caused a major
migration in China to industrial cities
where they make as little as 20 cents
per hour up to $100 per month.
The neutral documentary also
weighed in about the accusations of
Wal-Mart buying products created in

"Whatever your position on Wal-Mart and its ef
fects, one thing is clear - Wal-Mart is a
phenomenon that has a great impact on the
economy, on business practices, on the labor
market, trade, consumption and the legal world."
Professor of Law, Orly Lobel

the negative leaning documentary is its
hostility towards unionization to cor
rect these treatments.
Former corporate sources have ad
mitted that the company profiles em
ployees that they deem to be potential
union bosses and ensures that these
employees know that they are entirely
replaceable if necessary. Analysts claim
that Wal-Mart is the "most anti-union
company in the history of our nation."
In the neutral movie, the effects of
Wal-Mart's mass globalization were
discussed. This was highlighted by
examining how during the 1980s, WalMart pursued a campaign to encourage
people to "Buy American" products.
In the 1990s, however the company
did a complete 180 and now buys 80

sweatshops where employees work 18hour days living in conditions worse
than that of people during the Indus
trial Revolution. During an interview,
one supervisor of such a shop said that
his first day on the job, he "went back
to his hotel room and cried" because of
what he saw.
A recent controversy that has
emerged on the front pages of newspa
per has been in the hiring and promo
tion of women, which is far below that
of other retail corporations around the
world.
One woman interviewed in the neu
tral documentary who worked for the
company for five years was literally
told by her superior, "There is no place
for people like you in management in

this company."
When asked whether this was be
cause the female was black or because
she was a woman, she was told, "Well
two out of two ain't bad!"
In the positive film, those support
ive of the company shoot back that
the jobs created in America outweigh
the outsourcing of manufacturing jobs
to China and that the cost of products
helps poorer citizens get by.
The maltreatment of employees is
greatly over exaggerated and most
employees of any retail job are un
happy for one reason or another. This
was shown in interviews of several
employees by walking through their
average work day and highlighting the
positive parts of the job. The films gave
an interesting look into the difference
of opinions on the costs and benefits of
the new corporate conglomerate, which
has sprung up and rapidly grown into
the world's biggest retailer.
As Lobel commented, "whatever
your position on Wal-Mart and its ef
fects, one thing is clear - Wal-Mart is a
phenomenon that has a great impact on
the economy, on business practices, on
the labor market, trade, consumption
and the legal world." The ramifications
of the actions of this company truly
have a large impact on its competi
tors, its suppliers and its customers as
a whole.
The film series, currently in its
second year, is designed to highlight
areas of interest and specialization for
both USD Law as well as the larger
community.
The series includes films dealing
with social issues as well as a panel
of experts on the subjects. Today, the
series will have its next topic dealing
with diversity and tolerance with a
showing of the 2005 Oscar winning
movie "Crash" in the Law School's
room 3B.

USD alumnus discuss reversing diabetes damage
BY DAVINA COADY
STAFF WRITER

Christopher T. Maloney Jr., MD and
USD alumnus recently spoke to students
and professors about his new discoveries
in peripheral nerve surgery for patients
with diabetic neuropathy.
Dr. Maloney graduated from USD in
1990 with a degree in biology.
He received his MD from Columbia
College of Physicians and Surgeons in
1995.
He currently lives in Tucson, Ariz,
with a practice focusing on plastic sur
gery and peripheral nerve surgery.
He opened up the discussion with the
term fossicking, which is a term used in
Australia and Cornwall, England that
refers to prospecting, usually in refer
ence to sifting for gold, precious stones
and fossils.
Maloney thinks that fossicking is
what science is all about - prospecting
good solutions for problems.
He continued by mentioning some
of the doctors he has worked with, par-

ticularly his partner in peripheral nerve
surgery, Lee Dellon, MD.
According to Maloney, Dr. Dellon
receives a lot of criticism in the medical

Neuropathy is compression of the
nerves that usually results in pain or

numbness in the nervous system concentrated in areas from the elbows and

According to Maloney, studies done by doctors
over the last 10 years show that performing
[peripheral nerve surgery] surgery on the feet
of people with neuropathy provides 88 percent
pain relief.
field for telling people that what they
have been teaching is wrong.
Dellon and Maloney report that his
torically, doctors believe that neuropathy
cannot be helped by surgery, but Dellon
and Maloney are saying otherwise.
"Science and medicine is all about
disproving common misconceptions,"
Maloney said.

knees down.
Peripheral nerve surgery applies the
same basic principles used in Carpal
Tunnel Release surgery.
Dellon discovered that the nerve de
compression used in CTR surgery could
also be applied to the lower extremities.
According to Maloney, studies done
by doctors over the last 10 years show

that performing this surgery on the feet
of people with neuropathy provides 88
percent pain relief.
Maloney makes it clear that peripher
al nerve surgery does not cure neuropa
thy or diabetes, but rather helps relieve
symptoms.
Maloney also showed through stud
ies that peripheral nerve surgery could
decrease ulcerations and amputations.
Toward the end of the lecture Malo
ney talked about the perks of science. He
says the best part of science is making
people better.
He also adds that science is fun and
can make people a lot of money.
When asked about the argument
against this surgery, Maloney explained
that the world is very political and that
his partner Dellon has made a lot of en
emies in the medical field.
Also, Maloney said many doctors
still believe they are claiming to cure
neuropathy, when they are not.
"It took a long time to prove that the
world was round. It is the same idea with
this," Maloney said.
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Trafficking, sexual exploitation and forced military
service discussed at IPJ Women's Day Breakfast
BY ALLISON
CORDOVA

than 250,000 children are ac
tively involved in armed con
flict both in government and
GUEST WRITER
insurgent forces," Taylor said.
In an effort to raise aware "40 percent are girls."
One of San Diego's bestness about issues pertinent to
the girl child, delegates who known women's rights ad
attended the 51st Annual Ses vocates, Anne Hoiberg, was
sion of the United Nations also present at the breakfast
Commission on the Status of and further commented on this
Women gathered last Thursday particular subject.
Hoiberg said that so far
and reported their findings.
The presentation took place 191 countries have ratified
at the Third Annual Interna the Optional Protocol to the
tional Women's Day Celebra Convention on the Rights of
tion Breakfast, held at the Joan the Child, which concerns the
B. Kroc Institute of Peace and involvement of children in
armed conflict.
Justice.
"The United States and So
Violence and discrimination
against the girl child is a living malia have not yet ratified,"
reality for a great number of she said. This statement raised
women worldwide. Every some eyebrows from those
March, the CSW convenes at present at the breakfast.
Hoiberg said the US has
the UN headquarters in New
York to evaluate the progress abstained from signing this
on gender equality. This year agreement because current
topics included trafficking, law allows 17-year-olds to
sexual exploitation, child sol enlist. There are other possible
reasons, however, explaining
diers and education.
Laura Taylor, program of why the US has not yet autho
ficer at the IPJ, was the first to rized this protocol.
According to a 2004 report
present information regarding
from
Amnesty International,
girl child soldiers.
16
of
the
38 US states whose
"The UN estimates more

laws retain the death penalty
exclude its use against child
offenders, as does the federal
government. This leaves 22
US states that still allow the
execution of child offenders.
Only three states - Oklahoma,
Texas and Virginia - have ex
ecuted child offenders since

2000.
Following the discussion
on girl child soldiers, Hoiberg
continued with the topic of
sexual exploitation.
"Most countries have de
clared 18 as the minimum
legal age for marriage, but in
at least 12 countries the major
ity of girls marry before this
-age," she said.
Hoiberg also said Niger,
with 76 percent has one of the
highest number of underage
marriages.
In addition to child soldiers
and sexual exploitation the
presentation also included a
report on one of the biggest
challenges facing women and
children today.
"Human trafficking is a $31
billion-a-year industry, second
only to drug trade," Erika
Lopez, program officer at the

IPJ said. Lopez expanded on
this topic and said that Brazil
is currently the number one
country facing this epidemic.
According to Lopez, more
than half of all victims of
human trafficking are traf
ficked for sexual exploitation.
Yet, the South American region
is not the only one facing this
problem; child prostitution
cases have appeared in San
Diego.
A 2003 investigation done
by "El Universal," a Mexican
newspaper, found a local net
work of child prostitution in
suburban San Diego.
According to the report,
hundreds of Mexican girls,
ages 12 to 18, have been kid
napped and converted into
sexual slaves in local farm
labor camps.
This three-part series of re
ports showed that in San Diego
the locations include: Vista,
Las Casitas de Escondido, Las
Antenas, Carlsbad, Carrizales,
Oceanside, Del Mar and Los
Gatos in Valley Center.
One of the last topics dis
cussed during the breakfast
was that of education. "55

million girls are currently not
in school," Dee Aker, deputy
director at the IPJ said.
Aker said representatives
from other countries who at
tended the CSW in New York
have submitted resolutions in
order to address and eradicate
this particular issue. Commis
sioner Todd Gloria presented
recommendations for dealing
with these intolerable human
rights violations.
"It is important to understand
the context of these issues and
work to raise awareness in the
city and community," Gloria
said.
Gloria has been the hous
ing advisor for US Congresswoman Susan A. Davis since

2001.
"The HIV epidemic and
infanticide are topics that men
should be involved in," Gloria
said.
Last week's sold out break
fast was a small demonstration
of the need for change mil
lions of women worldwide are
still waiting for. More events
regarding these issues will
be held during the month of
March in the IPJ.

ATTENTION STUDENTS,
FACULTY, & STAFF!
Do you have United Health Care Dental
Insurance?
Here's part of what your plan covers:
- 50% Deductible
- $1500 benefits per year
-100% coverage on cleanings, exams and
X-rays
-80% coverage on fillings, root canals, and
periodontal treatment.
- 50% coverage on crown, birdge and
dentures.
Dr. Marc Bowers is now accepting patients with United Health Care
Dental Insurance!

Mar Bowers, DDS
3737 Moraga Ave, B-206
San Diego, CA 92117
Call: (858) 273-0700

A summer business boot camp for non-business majors

Do you want to get a great job
after graduation?
Study business at UC Berkeley!
Complement your degree with the BASE Summer Program from
the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley. This intensive,
six-week summer boot camp is designed to teach the fundamentals
of business to non-business, undergraduate students in arts,
sciences, and engineering.

Students in the BASE Summer Program
• earn academic credit while developing top-notch
business sawy
• study at the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley, one of
the top three under graduate business programs in the US
meet business professionals around the
San Francisco Bay Area
work with students from some of the most
elite universities in the US
position themselves for a successful career

BASE Summer Program
July 2 - August 10, 2007
www.haas.berkeley.edu/Undergrad/BASE/
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"Enrique's Journey" sheds light on immigration hardships

PHOTO COURTESY OF SAM LIAO

Author Sonia Nazario signs an autograph for a student after discussing her novel "Enrique's Journey"
BY CORY MILLER

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
While President Bush trav
eled to Latin America to talk
about immigration and the
economy, Sonia Nazario cov
ered similar topics in her dis
cussion of her book "Enrique's
Journey" on Friday evening in
the UC.
Friday night's event was
held to showcase her Pulitzer
Prize-winning book, but also
to showcase a recent project

completed by high school stu
dents from the School of Com
munication Investigations in a
Multicultural Atmosphere High
School, or CIMA, at San Diego
High Educational Complex.
Groups of students read dif
ferent passages from "Enrique's
Journey" and brought indi
vidual scenes to life by making
them into a colored pop-up
book page. The entire book will
then be shown to sixth graders.
"[This way] they can un
derstand the story, because

it's hard to read the book,"
Maria Quezada, a sophomore
participating in the project,
said. Quezada also thought
"Enrique's Journey" was an
important story. "It tells of a
boy who did everything to be
with his mom."
USD students helped with
this project through Dr. Alberto
Pulido's Ethnic Studies class
and Dr. Gail Perez's English
class.
Carolyn Straub, a sophomore
at USD and a student in Dr.

Pulido's class, was a part of the
group that went to CIMA high
school to assist with writing the
class video. At the Friday night
event they showed a movie that
featured the pop-up books and
described their project. After an
introduction from Dr. Pulido,
Sonia Nazario commented
on the pop-up books. "[They
were] a wonderful project,"
Nazario said.
The pop-up books were not
the only works of art inspired
by this moving story.
"The book has inspired
poems, a ballet and paintings,
and it's being made into a six
part mini-series by HBO,"
Nazario said.
Nazario also discussed her
reasons for writing this com
pelling story. She said that one
day after being nagged by her
housekeeper on why she was
six years happily married and
without children, she turned the
same question on her house
keeper.
"She fell silent and started
sobbing. She explained to me
that she had left four children
in Guatemala. Her answer
stunned me," Nazario said.
Her story sent Nazario on
one of the most dangerous
experiences of her life; this ex
perience was Enrique's journey
in Tegucigalpa, Honduras and
was characterized by hunger,

danger, thirst, fear and pain.
Enrique, like many children
in South America are poor and
do not have the means to travel
legally to North America. In
stead, they travel illegally on
top of freight trains through all
of Mexico and then cross the
border into the US.
In addition to facing ex
treme weather, hunger, thirst
and stray tree branches that
threaten to knock them off
the trains, Mexican bandits
threaten the children's lives for
money. After doing research
and traveling two weeks with
Enrique and others on top of
the train, Nazario wrote "En
rique's Journey."
Through Enrique's story,
Nazario highlights many prob
lems, such as immigration and
economics, that explain the
exodus from Latin America. In
a time where immigration is a
hot-topic discussed by politi
cians and the media, Nazario's
"Enrique's Journey" has a very
clear purpose.
"[It was] to humanize these
immigrants. It's easier to demonize people in moments
of rapid change. I want to put
people in their shoes," Nazario
said. Straub echoed Nazario's
sentiment. "It's good that
[Nazario] came to our campus.
It is important to create empa
thy, especially in San Diego."

:

'

Just SOLD! 325 South Sierra Avenue for $550,000 ON THE SEACLIFF!
Last model match sale on the MLS was $700,000! This bank owned property was a
mint condition bought so far under value my clients are cashflowing the rents at
the beach! What a great buy! Call if you'd like one too" -Seth
/
/

p 11 r
**

Free List of

USD Alum & RE / MAX Top Agent
**
www.SethOByrne.com
Homes For Sale!
858.869.3940 direct cell
Seth@SethOByrne.com
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Students living on the beach
Dedicated to the patrons of the

take extra safety precautions

School of Leadership and Education Sciences, who. through their eonttmtment,
generosity and vision, are- att inspiration to tomorrow's leaders

don't anymore. It's sad that we have to
take all of these precautions now."
Chief Larry Bamett of USD Public
Safety encourages students to look
out for one another. "When you're off
campus, there is always greater potential
for violent crime to happen," Bamett
said. "For us it's all about looking out
for each other."
Public Safety and USD administra
tion will include precautionary measures
students can take in the issued "security
warning."
SDPD claims they are "stepping up
patrols" in beach communities. "Thanks,
in part, to a state grant, police will in
crease beach patrols starting next week
end," reports NBC 7/39.City officials and
police told NBC burnt - out streetlights in
Mission Beach have been replaced and
installation of security cameras should
help combat crime in the area.

CRIME, continued

COURTESY OF ERIC DROTTER

Those financially supporting the SOLES building signed the wall as part of the
dedication.

Wall-signing highlights unity
SOLES, continued
the San Diego College for Women," said
donor Patricia A. Seiber said.
University Relations also played a
role financially by working together
with SOLES on the funding of the build
ing and the creation of promotions. As
sistant Vice President of Development
Sandra Ciallella helps with the financial
aspect of the building.
"The building is partially paid by
bonds and philanthropy; we go out and
help raise money for the building, which
is right now our top priority," Ciallella
said.
During the presentation of SOLES
inside the actual building, Mary E.
Lyons, President of USD, showed her
respect and appreciation for all those

who took part in the construction of the
building."I want to honor those [people]
by making possible this magnificent
structure," Lyons said.
According to the USD Media Ser
vices, SOLES is one of the first schools
of education to give both students
and faculty the opportunity to partici
pate in global education and research
assignments/This building will be a San
Diegan landmark," Paula Cordeiro, Dean
of SOLES said.
The SOLES building is a positive step
towards the growth of the USD commu
nity that will strengthen the community
in the future."You talk about the project
for the year and the most exciting part
is seeing a hole in the ground and then
building it into a reality for the students
and faculty to enjoy," Ciallella said.

homes and committing at least one
sexual assault. The man, according
to the Union-Tribune, will plead not
guilty to 11 felony charges.
Despite the horrific nature of recent
violent crime, city officials told NBC
7/39 that "so far this year, violent
crime in Mission Beach is down about
22 percent compared to 2005." NBC
7/39 also reports that "the average
crime rates in Mission Beach for both
violent and property crimes are about
twice as high as crime rates in nearby
Pacific Beach and Ocean Beach."
"My neighbor's car was broken
into, windows smashed and every
thing, right in front of our house,"
Brooks said. "We used to leave our
door wide open because we have
friends that live on our street, but we

Public Safety's security tips
* Never walk alone at night
*Learn important self-defense techniques through
the Department of Public Safety's Rape Aggression
Defense class
* Report suspicious activity
*Be aware of your surroundings
*Call College Cab at 619-291-3333 if you cannot get
a ride back to campus or your off-campus home

W h a t i s t h e law?
A weapon to be wielded?

Or more than that?
A set of tools.
A creative approach.
A helping profession and collaborative process.

Explore the wide scope of the law

in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to he.s
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public safety report

forced entry into the one specialized lug
nut removed.
la Hall: At ap office.
proximately 2:03
p.m. Public Safety Missions A: At ap
responded, to a re proximately 11:57
fissions A: At ap
port of a theft of two a.m. Public Safety
laptops from two responded to a re proximately 10:26
seperate possibly port of marijuana in p.m. Resident as
unsecured, private a resident hall room. sistants cited one
offices. Upon inves Upon investigation resident for Minor
tigation there was one resident student in Possession.
no sign of forced was cited for the pos
entry into either of session of drug para
phernalia.
the offices.
ision Crossroads:

At approximately
12:30 p.m. Public
Safety responded
to a report of a theft
of of a laptop from
a secured office.
Upon investigation
there was no sign of

lion Parking Structure-4th Floor: At ap

proximately 9:58
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of an attempted
theft from a vehicle.
Upon investigation
one of the vehicles
wheels had all but

The Vista's

commitment
to accuracy
See a mistake in
this issue?
Send corrections
and clarifications
to:
Managing Editor
Vanessa Guzman
by e-mail:

Last week's corrections:
^Patrick Brady Sports
Editor, Sports pg 23
*Band name is Annuals,
A&C pg 20

Fields: At ap
proximately 10:33
p.m. Public Safet
responded to a com
plaint of an exces
sive noise coming
from the baseball
field. Upon investi
gation the individu
als were contacted,
advised of the field
hours and complied

Classifieds
FOR SALE: the beach.
Call Seth,
Realtor with RE/MAX
858.869.3940.
Sand sold separately

No.Mission Beach House
for rent. Furnished. 2
Bedroom/2 Bath. 2 car
garage. Washer/dryer.
Oceanside. Available
8/31/07 for the academic
year. $1700/month.
Utilities not included.
$2000 security deposit.
Contact pla615@sbcglobal.
net or Pat at 925-943-6727.

fall to the ground.
Upon investigation
the student was
identified, evaluat
ed and voluntarily
brought
to detox.
tiversity Terrace
Apartments: At ap
proximately 12:31 Alcala Vista: At ap
a.m. Public Safety proximately 2:21
responded to a com a.m. Residents As
plaint of excessive sistants cited two
noise and loud talk resident students
ing coming from a for Minor in Posses
resident hall room. sion.
Upon investigation
the residents were
contacted and one
resident was cited
for a noise viola
tion.
with the request to
leave the area.

At ap
proximately 1:35
a.m. Public Safety
observed a female
student exit a ve
hicle on campus and
Alcala Vista:

If you need help
or see something
suspicious, contact
Public Safety at
ext. 7777.
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MTV turns
up the heat

Campus focus
Enforcement of USD '.v
skateboarding policy more
prominent on campus
STAFF WRITER

CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

I shouldn't have teased my friends
from Laguna Beach; it happened to
me too. The MTV reality show tidal
wave washed up on the shores of my
home. Maui Fever, the short-lived and
controversial copycat of "The Real
OC" wiped out on Saturday with a two
hour-season finale, leaving many local
residents of the Aloha State burning
up with anger.
Websites such as stopthefever.net
have sprung up, sending in petitions
with over 11,000 signatures to MTV
and Viacom urging the media giants to
cancel the show.
According to the Viacom website,
MTV operates in more than 480 mil
lion households in 179 countries and
22 languages. The world's largest
television network, MTV shapes the
lifestyle of young people today. And
it does this by localizing its content to
correspond with the particular youth
tnarket.
But in its attempt to portray the
"local reality" of Hawaii, MTV's
executives forgot one small detail:
Hawaiians. Sure, they were sprinkled
in the background, playing the uku
lele, dancing hula or engaging in other
well-known jolly native activities.
The "local" cast consists of only Cau
casians born on the mainland and fails
to reflect the true ethnic diversity of
Hawaii.
I have to admit that the show is not
entirely inaccurate because those life
styles actually do exist. But the "real
ity" presented is a limited and shallow
misperception of life in Hawaii. The
show lives up to its premise, which
happens to be the name of a popular
cocktail: Sex on the Beach. I under
stand that meager goals result in a poor
product, but this is where the ques
tion of corporate social responsibility
ought to come into play. MTV, it's
time to stop compromising cultures,
not to mention insulting the public's
intelligence, in your quest to conquer
the world.
MTV thrives on selling a lifestyle:
spoiled 16-year-olds who want lavish
parties, outcasts with dreams of be
coming prom queen, and now Cau
casian kids preying on tourists and
living it up in paradise. What's next,
Nebraska? I wouldn't doubt if "The
Kids of Kerala Province" hit Indian
TV sets soon.
There seems to be no cure in sight
for this fever, and the blatant exploi
tation of Hawaii and its indigenous
culture has left me sick to my stom
ach. All I know is I've got a fever and
the only prescription is turning off the
television. Or maybe MTV could stick
to its meager goal of playing music
videos.
r
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Public Safety stiffens skating policies

BY DAVINA COADY
BY MAHINA TUTEUR

mtuteur@usflwista.com

During the ten-minute mad rush
between classes, students can be
seen walking, jogging, running,
skateboarding or doing anything
to get them to class on time, and
though skateboarding is technically
illegal on campus, some students
still choose to do it.
Public Safety is responding to
the popularity of skateboarding on
campus by cracking down on the vi
olator's of the skateboarding policy.
To make students more aware,
USD's skateboarding policy is dis
played on both UNET and Public
Safety's website.
Detailed in the policy are the rules
for skateboards, roller blades and
scooters. No one is allowed to be
ride any of the aforementioned ve
hicles on campus Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
At any time of the week, riding
is prohibited in buildings, car traffic
areas (including parking structures)
and near the Colachis fountain.
A more ambiguous rule in the
policy states that skateboarding,
roller blading, and riding scooters
are not allowed "in any area where
injury may readily occur to a skate
board or roller blade user and/or
other individual."
Matt Shipley, a sophomore who
regularly skates around campus,
believes the main reason USD has
this rule is to prevent people from
getting hurt. Yet Shipley continues
to skate anyway because it gets him
to class on time.

"I believe we're all
mature enough to be
respectful of each
other, and adding
another rule is just
putting more
paperwork to file."
Lexa Davee, sophomore
According to the policy, if anyone
violates the rules then they will be
issued a citation and required to go
to a hearing with either the Dean of
Students or a Residence Life staff
member.
Repeated citations can end in
confiscation of the skateboard.
"I believe we're all mature
enough to be respectful of each
other, and adding another rule is just
putting more paperwork to file,"
Lexa Davee, sophomore, said.

Davee doesn't skate
board but sees no prob
lem with other students
skateboarding on campus.
This semester, Shipley
claims he has been told
four times by Public
Safety officers to get
off his skateboard.
Only once did an offi
cer actually take down
his name and threaten a
citation.
Casey Mahony, a
junior who has been
skating on campus
since his freshman
year, says this
semester
he
has been told
at least six
times
to
get off his
board.
H
e
also says
that
Public
Safety
officers
have
threatened
to take away his
skateboard
more
than once but have
never gone through
with it.
During
the
month of February,
as listed on Public
Safety's
crime
report, six docu
mented skateboard
ing violations were
made. In each case, the
skateboarders were re
minded of the university's
policy.
But despite having six re
corded violations, no citations
or confiscations took place.
To stay out of trouble,
both Shipley and
Mahony
have
learned to play
the dumb card
when approached
by Public Safety
officers.
"I always pre
tend like I don't
know the rules,"
Shipley said, claiming that it usually
gets him off the hook.
Although Shipley doesn't agree
with the current skateboard policy, he
does believe some rules need to be in
place.
He says the rules should be no skat
ing on sidewalks, no carving in the
streets and absolutely no tricks around
campus.
To stop people from breaking the
rules, Shipley believes that rule break
ers should be fined.
Mahony agrees that the rules should
be tweaked a little bit. However, as a

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

rule breaker, he still demands respect
from Public Safety officers.
More respect would make him a lot
more responsive to the officers rather
than just "ignoring them" or "arguing
with them."
Whatever the rules may be, some
skateboarders at USD plan to continue
skating.
"I get to class in a third of the time
it would have taken me if I would have
walked the whole way," Mahony said.
The problem remains: how to get to
class... on time.
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La Paloma employees laid off for Social Security discrepancies
One student's personal experience in the midst of the controversy
Th6 Vista
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BY MEG TEYNOR
GUEST WRITER

February 14th, for many in the
USD community, did not just deliver
Hallmark greeting cards, valentines
and love notes, but rather delivered
letters of a different sort: news not of
a secret crush, but hinted at a love that
was perhaps, unrequited.
According to one employee, on
February 14 an estimated eight staff
members in La Paloma and employ
ees from various departments includ
ing maintenance and dining services
received letters from USD payroll
notifying them that there were some
discrepancies in their paperwork. Spe
cifically, these letters were in refer
ence to their Social Security numbers
and stated that employees needed to
correct this inaccuracy, which may
have occurred for any number of rea
sons.
On March 2, these employees were
informed, that, for whatever reason,
the resubmitted information still con
tained discrepancies.
This follow up to the 'valentine'
employees had received gave them six
days to correct the information with
the Social Security Administration
or they would be suspended without
pay.
According to an e-mail sent to the
campus community by Dr. Gregory
Pogue, assistant VP of human re
sources, on March 13, "USD is re
quired by law to provide the SSA with
accurate information regarding each
employee."
Pogue went on to explain that "each
year thousands of employers across
the country receive 'no match' letters
from the SSA ... Upon receipt of that
notification, employers are encouraged
to take reasonable steps to resolve the
discrepancy."
The e-mail explains "those steps
include ... following up with the em
ployee in order to confirm that the
employer's records are correct." The
e-mail did not explain further the
"reasonable steps" the employer is
"encouraged" to take.
Being such recent news, it is yet
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La Paloma, a favorite on-campus eatery, has been affected by recent discrepancies in SSA information of employees,

unclear how many employees would
have indeed been able to correct this
error in time.
What is certain is that the USD com
munity will suffer a great loss should
these employees not be able to return.
Interviewing one of the suspended em
ployees, it is clear that this disappoint
ment is shared by the effected staff as
well.
One calm and pleasant Friday after
noon, the kind of day that is warm and
embracing after a stressful week, I met
with one woman affected by an SSA
discrepancy. Her friendly voice and
welcoming smile are no stranger to me,
as they have been greeting me every
day of my last four years at USD.
As she hugged me hello, I could see
sadness in her face and a glaze that
covered her eyes as she began to talk
about her experience working here and
how much she will miss it, not having
been able to correct the issue with SSA
in the short time provided.
She spoke not of being angry, but
rather continuously repeated how sad

she will be to leave this place that has
become as she calls it, her "second
home." She described her love for the
students and supportive co-workers
that together form an ambiance and
community that she has grown to love
her past seven years working at USD.
Like a home, it is a place very dear
to her heart; a place where she visibly
extends the same kind of endearing de
meanor she would have at home with
her three girls.
It is here that she learned English
and in turn taught student co-work
ers and others, like myself, Spanish
during their visits to grab a salad, the
infamous La Paloma grilled cheese or
Thursday special.
The work there she says, is "muy
duro" (very hard), each day making
more than 250 salads, cutting more
than six cases of turkey and two to
three cases of tomatoes, onions and
cucumbers.
She knows every minute detail of
her job and she offers this information
not as a complaint but rather with a

sense of pride for her work and concern
for La Paloma, particularly regarding
what will happen to the productivity if
the eight women whose jobs have been
suspended are unable to return.
It follows that the loss of eight
experienced La Paloma employees
will affect not only food service and
efficiency, but also the working lives
of employees whose jobs were not af
fected by an SSA discrepancy.
The potential difficulty of train
ing new employees in the highly-fre
quented on-campus eatery as well as
trainees' relative shortcomings in pro
ductivity could easily produce more
stress in the working lives of current
La Paloma employees.
While the future is still unclear, I
hope that everything possible is being
done to protect the jobs of our valued
employees and our close-knit com
munity that these people are such an
intricate part of; that we might prove
to these staff members that their love
for this university is not an unrequited
one.

Art explores the end
of innocence
BY THOMAS DOANE
STAFF WRITER

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Senior Nicole Moffatt displayed her art the
sis throughout last week in the Sacred Heart
Gallery. Her untitled project consisted of
colorful photos of young adolescent girls on
the brink of womanhood. Moffatt communi
cated the insecurity involved in the transition
between youth and adulthood. An important
aspect of these portraits was that they were
taken in the most intimate of settings. The
girls were photographed in their bedroom
surrounded by personal possessions. Mof
fatt said these girls were, "half exposed, half
accessible and half grown."

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
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IPJ praises legendary leaders of nonviolent disobedience
Acclaimed documentary "A Force More Powerful" screened with a discussion
BY COURTNEY
HOFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

The Institute for Peace and
Justice, as a part of the speaker
and film series, showcased "A
Force More Powerful: The
Way of Dr. King and Gandhi"
this past Monday, focusing on
nonviolence and the principles
and methods employed by Mo
handas Gandhi and Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Erik Olson Fernandez, di
rector of the San Diego field
office of the California School
Employees Association, hosted
the interactive film and lecture
series, discussing the mean
ings, myths and influence of
nonviolence.
Amid the backdrop of inspi
rational quotes from Gandhi
and King and clips from the
acclaimed documentary series,
"A Force More Powerful,"
Fernandez emphasized the
importance of understanding
violence as well as its meaning
and impact in order to identify
with nonviolence and the com
manding message it sends.
Using input from the audience,
Fernandez put together an
array of perceptions and key

words that are associated with
violence to help direct attention
to what nonviolence denotes.
The highly participatory
discussion - packed with mo
tivating handouts about King's
six principles of nonviolence
and 198 methods of nonviolent
action - utilized excerpts from
the documentary depicting
the start of desegregation in
Nashville, Tenn. and the great
influence of Gandhi during his
campaign to end British rule
in India by tactfully promot
ing civil disobedience and the
citizen cultivation of salt to
weaken the colonial power's
authority.
Fernandez used the visual
aids as a sounding board to
hone in on the tactical sig
nificance, breadth and depth of
thought, sacrifice and discipline
that is involved in orchestrating
and partaking in a nonviolent
movement on both a large and
small scale.
As the film illustrated, coor
dination, unity and shrewdness
in manipulating the system in a
way to benefit one's movement
are all necessities and methods
in practicing nonviolence.
In addressing the myths and
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A scene from the film "A Force More Powerful" screened in the IPJ.

connotations of nonviolence,
which range from cowardliness
to ineffectiveness, Fernandez
conveyed through the vivid
imagery of the film that the
practice of nonviolence - or in
Gandhian terms, satyagraha- is
a force to be reckoned with.
The open discussion and
input from the audience also
suggested that the power of
nonviolence can be seen not
only through the humble be

ginnings of Nashville's deseg
regation or the grand scale of
Gandhi's movement, but also
through charismatic leaders
and people fighting for their
liberties around the globe.
Although nonviolence can
be construed to be associated
with weakness and passivity,
the lecture clearly conveyed
that followers of Gandhi and
King nonviolent philosophy
possess the awesome capacity

and the willingness to suffer as
well as the discipline needed
to outweigh physical force and
acts of violence. However, as
Fernandez noted, it does not
take a massive movement to
start igniting change through
nonviolent means - if people
started coordinating on a small
er scale, their endeavors could
potentially spread and catapult
an issue to the forefront of na
tional thought.

Your Questions Answered! The Vista answers your campus queries

Why does parking your car cost so much on campus? Why does Aromas play the
BY ANDY KAESTLE
STAFF WRITER

Most students would de
scribe the parking situation
on campus as ridiculous. We
are right to think that parking
at school shouldn't be a major
expense, but it is. "This school
must make thousands daily on
parking tickets alone and it's
unnecessary" sophomore com
muter Matt Schweitzer said.
Just because you stood in
line to buy a $300 parking

permit doesn't mean you are
guaranteed a spot. If you park
illegally or in the wrong zone
you may collect a parking ticket
ranging from $50 to as much as
$350.
In a recent e-mail addressing
student concern over the high
price of parking citations, Vice
President of Student Affairs
Carmen Vasquez said, "The last
significant parking fine increase
occurred approximately five
years ago, with the approval of
the previous Vice President for

Student Affairs and the Parking
Committee, which consists of
representation of virtually all
university constituencies.
The overwhelming consid
eration is to establish a fine
that will serve as a deterrent for
future violations and provide
compliance with University of
San Diego regulations. Public
Safety has attempted to estab
lish fine amounts that meet this
need in addition to being com
parable to other universities in
the San Diego community."

University parking fines comparison
Fine

USD

Conterfeit Permit

$250

Altered Permit

$200

Not in marked space

$50

Outside of assigned

$50

UCSD

use

PT. Loma

SDSU

$100

Reserved-Special Event

$50

area

The atmosphere at Aromas
makes it one of the most
popular places on campus. It
is a great place to grab a cup
of coffee and work off your
midweek hangover. You will
also get to enjoy every genre
of music available. But why in
such a coffee house type set
ting is the air bombarded with
music that gives off the vibe of
a dance club?
"We actually pick the
music," Aromas employee
Ashlee Bright said. "We try to
play music that people prob
ably haven't heard yet. We also
like to play more upbeat music
in the morning to get people

going and calmer music in the
evening."
A person's mood can
change with the mood of the
music being played. Some
songs might even bring back a
memory from a middle school
dance. "It's nice that they don't
play the same music over and
over again," sophomore Erin
Monley said. "It's like a new
surprise every visit."
Aromas also serves as the
home to several events includ
ing karaoke night and open
mic night. The next time you
stop by Aromas, make sure to
thank the coffee baristas for the
music.

$999

$300

Why does USD spray

$300

$500

$300

grass green?

$40

$50

$50

$30

$50

permit area
Reserved space

music that it does?

$60

$40

$60
$100

$40

COURTESY OF PUBLIC SAFETY /GRAPHIC BY AMY ENGLISH

The landscapers at our
school are the reason USD
is as gorgeous as it is. Their
art is constantly on display
all over campus maintaining
more plants and flowers than
an arboretum. They can even
be heard just before you close
your window at seven in the
morning. Once a week they
can be seen spraying the grass
a different shade of green.
Is the school really wor
ried that our grass isn't green

paint the

enough? It turns out that color
is not the main reason for the
spray.
"It's actually fertilizer,"
gardener Enrique Plascencia.
said "It makes the grass look
and feel healthy."
The spraying is done about
once a week to areas that don't
display sufficient growth.
The spray also dries almost
instantly which is important
because some lawn sprays can
be dangerous.

Campus Focus
Campus Focus is starting
a new weekly column:
You ask the questions you
desperately need answered
about campus-related issues,
and we will do our best to
investigate the solutions.

Th6 Vista mtuteur@usdvista.com
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Go ahead, dive in!
New Nonstop Twice Daily Service
to Reno-Tahoe on Southwest Airlines

Hop on to one of the two daily nonstop flights to
Reno-Tahoe and arrive at a destination that's a pleasant
departure from the norm. At Reno-Tahoe, you'll find a
mind-boggling menu of action, entertainment and culture.
You'll find slopes to ski and hike, more than 50 courses to
golf, lakes to sail, rivers to fish, towns thick with western
lore, an arts and culture scene that's refreshingly
renowned, a world-class kayak course carving its way
through a downtown - and all in an area legendary for its
entertainment and gaming. Climb aboard the official
escape pod to Reno-Tahoe with Southwest Airlines.

Send in your questions to
mtuteur@usdvista.com
and we'll satisfy your curiousity.
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Best Subs:

Best Bate Spot:

EZ J's

The Auto Scrubber

1088 Garnet Ave

1333 1st St., Coronado

3405 Rosecrans St

Students on a budget should definitely
hit up EZ J's Tuesday night special, in
which you can get a 12 inch sub for an
8 inch price. Their creative menu offers
anything from spicy meatball to chicken
Caesar subs at very affordable prices.

If you and your date feel up to ven
turing out to Coronado, II Fornaio will
make the drive worth your while. Both
of the patios have a fantastic view of
downtown and the harbor, and their Ital
ian cuisine is to die for. If you go, defi
nitely request a table by the windows.

This car wash is conveniently located
around other businesses in case you're
out running errands. Plus it's only about
five minutes from school! Get a punch
card, and your 12th car wash is free.

Sushi Ota

A true sushi lover's restaurant, Sushi
Ota has some of the best fish in San
Diego. Sushi Ota shares a parking lot
with 7-11, but their quick service and
fabulous food makes up for their lessthan-stellar location.

Best Ocean View
Restaurant:
George's at the Cove
1250 Prospect St
After the recent completion of a
$2.5 million remodelling, George's
at the Cove, now George's California
Modern, has won countless awards for
their outstanding chefs and prime loca
tion overlooking the La Jolla Cove.

Best Fro-Yo:
Bogart Yogurt
910 Grand Ave.
For the health-conscious sweet tooth,
Bogart Yogurt has great tasting frozen
yogurt that you would never guess is
fat-free. Of course, that can change
quickly by adding a variety of syrups
and toppings.

BJ's Pizza and Grill
Due to popular demand, this category
has been split into thin crust and thick
crust. Hoboken's in Pacific Beach has
the best thin crust, but if you're in the
mood for a deep-dish pizza, BJ's in La
Jolla has the best crust in town.

Best Hole-in-theWall Restaurant:
Perry's Cafe

4620 Pacific Hwy

Roberto's Taco Shop
3202 Mission Blvd

A favorite among locals and visitors,
Perry's Cafe's home-style cooking and
home-style portions don't leave a soul
unsatisfied. From the outside, it some
what resembles a two-horse-town truck
stop in the Deep South, but it's all part
of the experience.

hoosing the best places to go in a city as fun as San Diego seems impossible.
After my interviews with everyone from brand-new freshmen to veteran seniors, and
even professors who know the city inside and out, I've come up with a list of the
best of the best. It's clear this list cannot come close to describing all of the fabulous
things to do in San Diego, but these places should keep you busy for a while. So grab
a few friends and enjoy yourself at some of these hotspots that everyone loves!

The Godfather, an Italian family
owned restaurant, serves authentic Ital
ian food in a cozy, old-world Sicilian
inspired atmosphere.

Best Milk
Shakes:
Corvette Diner
3946 5th Ave
Complete with poodle-skirted wait
resses, the Corvette Diner is a fun and
entertaining fifties diner that serves the
biggest and best milkshakes around.

Owned by USD graduate Elvin Lai,
Ocean Park Inn is a newly renovated
hotel with rooms overlooking Pacific
Beach. The poolside view and prime
location are likely to convince out-oftowners to stay a few extra days.

Best Breakfast:

Sara's Mexican Food
2907 Mission Blvd

Capri's Pizza & Pasta
2909 Mission Blvd
Conveniently located next door to
each other, Sara's and Capri's offer late
night snackers a choice between Italian
and Mexican. If you want to beat the 2
a.m. rush from The Pennant and Beach
comber on weekends, I'd recommend
getting there at least half an hour before
last call.

Best Nail Salon:
Heavenly Nails & Spa

Heavenly is a favorite among those
who live on campus because of its great
location just down the street from USD.
The services are pricey, but the staff
does a great job on your nails. Be sure
to make an appointment if you have
somewhere to be.

The Mission Cafe
3795 Mission Blvd

You have not truly lived in San Diego
until you've had The Mission's famous
French toast. Students love this place
because of their fresh breakfast food
and amazing coffee bar. It definitely
starts the day off right!

Best Golfing:

Torrey Pines South
11480 North Torrey Pines Rd.

Balboa Park Golf
Course

Best Place to
Cheer on Your
Sports Team:

RT's Longboard Grill
1466 Garnet Ave

Best College Bar:

2600 Golf Course Dr.

Sandbar

Host of the Buick Invitational, Torrey
Pines has two 18-hole courses and one
of the biggest pro shops in San Diego.
For a better price on 18 holes, try Balboa
Park Golf Course after twilight.

718 Ventura PL

1055 5th Ave.

Best Late-Night
Food:

Located at Town & Country Resort,
Bella Tosca's services include expert
facials, massages, body treatments and
even professional spray-on tans.

5175 Linda Vista Rd.

House of Blues

Best Italian:
7878 Clairemont Mesa Blvd

500 Hotel Circle

Best Concert
Venue:

According to USD students and pro
fessors, Roberto's Taco Shop serves
the best burritos in town. Conveniently
located smack in the middle of Mission
Beach, Roberto's is open 24 hours, so
it's also great for late night food.

Godfather Italian
Restaurant

710 Grand Ave.

Hoboken's

8873 Villa La Jolla Dr

Best Burrito:

Bella Tosca Salon and
Day Spa

Best Pizza:
1459 Garnet Ave

Best Day Spa:

Best Hotel:

Ocean Park Inn

4529 Mission Bay Dr

STAFF WRITER

Best Car Wash:

II Fornaio

Best Sushi:

BY STEPHANIE DAI Wh
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Usually the concerts here are 18 and
up, and if I were you, I'd get on the
mailing list. House of Blues hosts popu
lar artists at least a few times a week.
Coming soon: The Ataris.

Best Hooka Bar:
Sinbad Cafe and
Hookah Bar
1050 Garnet Ave.

Best Downtown
Bar:
The Yardhouse
1023 4th Ave.

Best Dance Club:
On Broadway
615 Broadway

Best Margaritas:
Gringo's Cantina
4474 Mission Blvd.

Best Happy
Hour:

Casa Guadalajara

4105 Taylor St.
Sinbad Cafe not only has a list of over
30 flavors of hookah, but also has an
espresso bar, beer on tap and a selec
tion of frjd that is served until 4 a.m.
on weekends. The artwork that adorns
the walls gives a creative spin to Ameri
can pop culture, all blurred behind the
1051 Garnet Ave.
sweetly aromatic smoke coming from
the hookahs.
ALL PHOTOS TAKEN BY ASHLEY MCLEANAHE VISTA

Best Place to
Play Pool:

Society Billiard Cafe
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America faces a new " Crisis of Confidence"
Our media is rife with mass-desciminated, thoughtless banter called "news"
that distracts us from our reason. Case
in point: as Ann Coulter said in a tele
vised interview, "God said 'Go forth,
be fruitful, multiply, and rape the planet
— it's yours. That's our job: drilling,
mining and stripping. Sweaters are the
anti-Biblical view. Big gas-guzzling
BY SARAH MILLER
OPINION EDITOR
cars with phones and CD players and
wet bars — that's the Biblical view."
In the ensuing year and a half lead This offerance of biased information
ing into the 2008 presidential election, horribly distorts the issue at hand.
the opinion columnists, pundits and
Or, in criticism of more left-leaning
talking heads of American television rhetoric, Bill Maher's constant satirical
will flood the media with their short- denigration of religion and open em
term forecasts of the future of America brace of drug use as an unrealized civil
coupled with an onslaught of criticisms right only serves to give him attention
designed to reinforce their opinions, to and lambaste his critics. I doubt he has
coerce your conformity and to eventu any true interest in affecting change in
ally win your vote.
the world.
Inasmuch as viewing the politi
Finally, Bill O'Rielly's countless at
cal diatribes and so-called wisdom of tacks on the ACLU, saying things like,
people like Ann Coulter, Bill Maher, "Hitler would be a card-carrying ACLU
Bill O'Reilly and the like will give member, so would Stalin, Castro prob
you a feel of the pulse of the nation; it ably is, and so would Mao Zedong,"
will also make you go crazy. Though are said for the sole reason of being
sometimes coherent, the overall way inflammatory and drawing viewers.
in which these people account for the
A more recent example of this was
problems this nation faces is not con his June 17 radio show when he was
structive.
quoted to say, "We cannot intervene in
Rather, it is controversial exagera- the Muslim world ever again. What we
tion designed to draw attention to itself can do is bomb the living daylights out
rather than the problem- said simply, it of them," and later in the same episode,
is said to sell.
"I don't have any respect by and large
I think that this method of discourse for the Iraqi people at all. I have no
is symptomatic of a disease that is respect for them. I think that they're a
larger than simply the media or the prehistoric group."
political stratosphere. It is a form of
How does this opinion offer infor
thinking that has contaminated our mative news on important global af
ability to solve problems rationally fairs?
and to be individually accountable for
I can think of one word that sums up
our shortcomings as a people.
the mass of contentious harangues that

spew forth from these overpaid pomp
ous mouths: irresponsible, terribly ir
responsible.
Nonetheless, as the world becomes
increasingly unstable, as the economy
fluctuates with greater variability and
as we lose our hope for the future, their
ratings skyrocket. It is as if these com
mentators feed off of our adversity and
we, in turn, look to them to spell out
who we should blame for our fears, our

Americans are on
the verge of a very
tough realization;
one that the televised
media has taught us to
resist and ignore.
insecurities - who we should hate.
I believe that in the next year and a
half, our confidence in democracy and
elected officials will deteriorate signifi
cantly regardless of party affiliation. I
think that Americans are on the verge
of a very tough realization; one that the
televised media has taught us to resist
and ignore.
That realization is this: if we are
looking for someone to blame for the
war, for the depleted reputation of
America abroad and for the endless
stream of domestic problems that have
amassed recently, we need to turn off
the television and look into a mirror.
As a nation and as individuals we

have lost all sense of accountability
for our failures and shortcomings. We
have developed a culture of blame that
prevents even well-intentioned law
makers from doing their jobs.
I am reminded of a televised speech
that President Jimmy Carter gave in
1979, entitled the "Crisis of Confidence
Speech."
During this speech Carter describes
a malaise that has swept across the
country as the energy crisis and the
economic recession intensified. "It's
clear that the true problems of our
Nation are much deeper," Carter said.
"Deeper than gasoline lines or energy
shortages, deeper even than inflation or
recession."
He went on to describe how the
American identity had changed such
that individualism and personal wealth
were prioritized over national success
and security and how the loss of confi
dence in government paralleled a grow
ing lack of personal accountability.
His solution was simple: Americans
need to be selfless in action, conserve
resources, and be accountable to one
another in effecting the massive initia
tives he laid out in his speech. Seen
as pessimistic, this was a difficult mes
sage for many Americans to swallow
because it didn't resonate with the
pretense of reality that they wanted to
hear.
We are on the verge of a similar
yet incongruent crisis of confidence
today. Everyday we have the decision
to listen to televised commentators
charismatically tell us why our world
is amiss or we can ask ourselves where
we have fallen short in bringing about
the change we long for.

Conferences crowd student parking lots on campus
BY STEPHEN BRITT
STAFF WRITER
As I circled the West parking struc
ture on campus, a huge industrial com
plex known in previous years for being
chock-full of empty parking spaces, I
was greeted by the inescapable "WEL
COME TO THE
CONFERENCE!"
sign that parking services had left out
to both antagonize students and direct
campus visitors to some conference that
students have absolutely no connection
with.
I then had to make my way with my
car to a level somewhere below the sur
face between Dante's third circle of hell
and the core of planet earth.
They say the only things inevitable in
life are death and taxes. I would like to
add another item to this list of inevita
bilities: USD having a daily conference.
It would be one thing if all of these
conferences were opportunities our stu
dents would have to see world leaders
or Nobel Prize-winning speakers, but
on a daily basis I seem to be scratching
my head and asking, "What in the world
is that?" when I see the signs.
Sometimes they are vague, includ
ing only initials that seem to be spelling
someone's name, like CIMAS Confer
ence. Other times they include long
and uninteresting names, horrifying

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Every day numerous cones block parking spots across campus for various individuals
who come to do business at USD.

the reader by the simple fact that some
one would be motivated to start such a
boring group.
Honestly, who was passionate
enough to found the San Diego Supply
Chain Management Firm in Relation to
Agribusiness...yawn...Oh sorry, where
was I?
Don't get me wrong, there is noth
ing I would rather do than sacrifice my
parking space that I paid hundreds of

dollars for to some random conference
attendee with literally no affiliation or
allegiance to our university.
It brings me happiness every day
just knowing that our administration
thinks of us running to class uphill as
they schedule multiple conferences and
reserve our entire parking structure for
them.
Luckily the tram service exists so
that those poor souls who decide to

come to campus after 8 a.m. make it
to class without being extremely tardy.
However, a problem exists during peak
hours when we need to practically strap
students to the top of the tram due to
how small and cramped they are.
Wedged between our football team's
starting center and linebacker is a great
way to start your day as you think fondly
of those conference attendees who are
probably driving their luxury cars right
up to a student parking spot and slowly
pulling in, thus sealing the fate of one
unlucky student to be late to class.
The short buses do not seem to cut
it when a mob of people are waiting
angrily for the tram as it slowly creeps
down the hill, only to force half of them
to stay behind. These condemned indi
viduals are forced to wait for the "late
late" tram that will make their attempts
to make it to class within a reasonable
window of tardiness futile.
Fortunately, I can wake up to live an
other day and make my daily pilgrimage
from Mission Beach to Linda Vista only
to be greeted by a line of cars in eager
anticipation of taking student spots in
order to attend the Tri-annual Confer
ence on Business Practices Involving
Spoons and Other Utensils. And I can
thank the IPJ "scheduler" for blessing
our campus with the presence of these
exciting individuals.
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PC user faults Mac for poor

Mac lover reveres ease and

consumer options

straightforwardness

BY KATE SULLIVAN
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Whenever I breach the debate of Macs
v. PCs, I am inevitably assaulted with
people's indefatigable tribal identities
to one system or another. The arguments
tend to be the same; PC users, swinging
their double-click mice like maces on the
computer supremacy battlefield, boast
better software compatibility, higher
specs and more speed.
Apple users tune out these arguments
with their pale-white, uber-cool hipster
armor (complete with noise-canceling
earbuds), wielding the power of a userfriendly, "crash-proof' and i-stocked
operating system. Each system has their
secret weapon the other side can't defeat:
PCs have their Axe of Video Game
Market Domination, while Apples have
the Sword of Video Editing Supremacy.
But ultimately the argument always boils
down from these epic proportions to a
catty fight between two children, with
each party claiming superiority.
This happens because for the average
consumer, who uses a computer like a
typewriter with a port for an iPod, there
isn't much difference between the ca
pabilities of the OSX and Windows XP
(we'll leave Vista alone for right now...
he's new). Both come bundled with pic
ture viewers and media players, word
processors, internet browsers, both have
plug-and-play access to most peripherals
and both can share files with each other
(when they're in a compatible format, of
course). So, why do people draw such
deep lines in the sand over a superficial
product loyalty?
And the answer is: because Steve
Jobs wants you to. Let's face it, when
you only occupy about 10 percent of the
personal computer market (and that's a
really, really liberal estimate) you have
to do something to get people to think
that you matter, and stewing up a rivalry
out of superficial differences will almost
do the trick.
All you need after that is a slick ad
campaign that tells a few lies (like how
Macs are crash proof; just ask The Vista
office how misguided that is) and make
it appeal to people with enough dispos
able income to waste on style rather than
power or versatility, which is what really

counts in a computer.
Okay, so I've shown my true colors;
I'm one of those double-click mouse
wielding PC fanatics. But ultimately I
don't care what kind of computer you
use, as long as you use it for a decent
reason. If you are editing music videos
and need Garageband software, I won't
shame you for using a Mac. What I
will turn my nose at, however, are the
thousands of people who buy Apples
because they couldn't care less about
how a computer works.
There are hundreds and hundreds of
suppliers of PC parts- motherboards,
memory, hard
drives - that
keep
PC
prices com
p et i t i v e
and allow
consum
ers to
make
their
own

choices,
opting
for mom and pop com
puter shops or even home builds. But
the business trend towards goof-proof
computers (one that has been largely
propagated by Apple) discourages the
gumption that it takes to go this route,
as well as encourages wastefulness
through its hard-to-upgrade hardware.
Perhaps it's because of this attitude
that last year I found a computer with
a Pentium 4 processor in a USD dumpster. Though this works out nicely for
me (a $200 investment and one dumpster dive yielded a great PC that could
give Macs a ran for their money), it
doesn't work nicely for the person who
threw it away and bought another com
puter.
The fact of the matter is that Apple
computers coddle consumers in their
own foolishness and fear, limiting
hardware capabilities under the guise
that it is safer and easier. Ultimately
this reasoning isn't true, and in the end
Apple screws the consumer by limiting
their access to competition.

BY KEVIN NGUYEN
STAFF WRITER

By now, most, if not all of you have
seen Apple's "I'm a Mac" commer
cials. While public opinion says that
Apple makes PC seem more "loveable," I warn the casual consumer to
not be fooled. PC represents a textbased, unreliable, spyware infested
virus-contaminated piece of modem
technology.
While Mi
crosoft has

COURTESY OF WIKI.ONMAC.NET

made
improvements,
it
will never win me over and
persuade me to trade in my
precious 13 inch black MacBook.
There are so many positive points
about Macintosh that I could go on
forever, but instead I'll list a few high
lights. First, Mac is image-based; why
is this important? It's simple; when in
stalling a DMG (a Mac installer pro
gram) without the typical installer box
there is no registry code like in PC.
Since there is no way to manipulate
this code, there is no messing up your
system. Installation and removal of
programs are a snap and take less than
a minute on most programs—simply
drag and drop.
Another reason why I love Macs
is because they never crash. Okay, a
little disclaimer here: on some new
MacBooks, mine included, there is a
problem with the heat-sink. But after
a simple call into AppleCare it's as

Letter to the Editor
Cheating at the university should not
be disregarded
As a graduate student in the special
education department living off campus,
I don't often pick up The Vista to read. I
happened to pick it up today and scanned
the headlines just to see what was going
on I was surprised and disconcerted by
the articles found on page five of the
March 2 issue of The Vista. One was
about the administration's response to
plagiarism and the other about cheating
by using Cliff Notes and whether these
should be sold on campus.
I have encountered a cavalier attitude

among students about cheating. As I go
through the master's program I find I
have many classes with the same group
of students.
They thought nothing of cheating on
a take-home exam. Last semester when
they approached me and wanted me to
share my answers I told them that was
cheating and I would not participate.
They responded by saying, "It's just a
take home exam, everyone does it."
I did not inform the professor of the
cheating and perhaps that makes me
complicit in the cheating. I felt noth
ing would have been done and sadly, it

seems I was right. These students are less
than friendly to me this semester and so I
am paying the price for my honesty.
The integrity of the entire community
suffers when cheating is condoned by a
few. Unless there are serious consequences
for cheating, it will not stop. I hope the
University of San Diego will adopt an
honor code that has the full support of the
administration including appropriate con
sequences for those who violate the code.
Laurel Ferson,
Graduate Student
SOLES

good as fixed.
My next reason for loving Macs
is the high level of customer service
they come with. It is amazing; the ser
vice people are extremely patient and
friendly and the wait time is kept to a
minimum. A Mac is also compatible
with anything and everything you hook
it up to.
And last but not least, for those who
want to run XP or Vista on Mac (though
I can't imagine why), Macs are capable
of this through BootCamp, a free down
load. These are the basic points of what
I feel proves Mac's hardware superior
ity as well as software flexbility. When
you buy a Mac it comes as they claim:
"Ready, out of the box" with everything
you need to get started included.
The Mac comes with Airport for in
ternet access, Safari, the web browser,
Preview, for reading PDFs, a demo of
MS Office, Photo Booth, with the builtin iSight camera, GarageBand, for the
musicians, Quicktime, for movies, and
iTunes, the greatest music jukebox
ever. Along with iTunes come a variety
of iLife programs ranging from iChat,
like AIM; to iWeb, allowing you to
create your own webpage in as little
as 15 minutes. From iPhoto to iDVD,
iLife makes it simple to enjoy your new
Mac.
If the features on a Mac haven't con
vinced you that a Mac is far superior to
a PC, here's my take. My MacBook is
uber-reliable. There is nothing I would
change except maybe a longer battery
life. I don't know why anyone would
pick a PC over a sleek, powerful, allin-one Mac.
A Mac makes sense when you're on
campus; it will automatically detect
a wireless hotspot without the use of
network card on some PCs and you can
look up tons of things with Dashboard,
available on Mac OS X and beyond. I
love my Mac and as I said earlier, noth
ing would make me trade it in because
of everything it offers.
As great as it would be for the entire
PC population to see the light and go
Mac, it's ultimately up to the consum
er's wants and needs, and my MacBook
has the perfect combination of power,
speed and programs that make life in
cyberspace a dream for me.

Submit your
Letter to the Editor!
Requirements:
-less than 300 words
-state your year or
affiliation with the school
-send electronically to:
smiller@ usdvista.com
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WEEKLY HOROSCOPE

with Stefanie Wray

There are powerful celestial forces at work in your everyday life. The world revolves around the Sun. The Sun is a star. Twelve
Star Signs representing different personality profiles interact with the Planets in predictable cycles. Astrologists are able to
translate the meaning found in each interaction to help explain the potential challenges and possibilities present in your life.
Aries (March 21-April 19) Why try to
reinvent the wheel? The current design
has been working just fine for centuries.
Instead, focus your energy on making
positive contributions. You can help
make things run more smoothly
**•
Taurus (April 20-May 20) You may feel
like you've bitten off more than you can
chew. It is a large bite and it will require
a copious amount of salivation and vig
orous mastication, but you'll get through
it. Besides, it's kind of tasty!

•*••
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Don't hide
from responsibility. If you duck your
head in the sand, you leave your rump
exposed and vulnerable to predators.
Work on one small project at a time and
take lots of mini-breaks.

*•*
Cancer (June 22-July 22) You've made
some big changes in your life lately! So
far, you may have doubted whether or
not they were for the better, but soon you
will finally start to see some very posi
tive effects.

***•
Leo (July 23-August 22) Too much free
time is not a good thing in your case.
You're a naturally hard working, mo-

tivated person. Fill some of those time
gaps with new activities. Always wanted
to learn how to play the sitar? Give it a
go-

Insecurity is at the root of their conde
scending and ostentatious demeanor.

*•*

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
Those who have expressed disapproval
of some of your past decisions and ac
tions are about to eat their words. You
had a plan all along, didn't you? Bask in
the glory of your triumph.

Virgo (August 23-September 22) Re
lationships are blossoming and you're
making bright plans for the future. So
why is there a nagging little voice whis
pering words of worry and doubt in your
ear? Don't listen, things are going great!

*****
Libra (September 23-October 22) Ex
citing opportunities will soon arise if
you have an open mind and a spontane
ous disposition. This is an excellent time
for risky ventures in work or school as
well as in matters of the heart.

*•**
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
You are an inexplicably magnetic indi
vidual. Even when you're feeling shy the
honeys swarm around you like African
ized bees. Proceed with caution. Love is
a bee. It takes you on wings, but beware,
it stings!

'**•
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••••*
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
Call an old friend just to say, "Hi!" Call
an old lover just to tell him or her you're
a better person for having known them.
This may seem silly, but by reconnecting
with your past, future opportunities will
soon pop up.

***•
Pisces (February 19-March 20) When
asked to use the word "horticulture,"
Dorothy Parker cracked, "You can drag
a horticulture, but you can't make her
think." An area of your life is wilting.
Try following the real definition and cul
tivate it with care.

•••

*****
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Sagitarius (November 22-December 21)
Behind that smile, your confidence may
be wavering. Are you worried you're
being judged? Don't let 'em get to you.

Disclaimer: This is not the wisdom of
The Vista staff but rather an interpreta
tion by yours truly. Feel free to take the
horoscope with a grain of salt.
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ACROSS
1. Great enthusiasm
5. Established rule
10. USD transportation
14. Other in Spanish
15. Not taut
16. Fabled loser
17. March sports events
20. Conversation pauses
21. Field measure
22. St. Pat's people
23. Species
24. Fairy tale monster
26. Terrifies
29. Malaysian canoe
30. Rep.
33. Strong desire
34. Noise a spring makes
35. Hawaiian dress, when doubled
36. March sports event
40. Relative of humans
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41. Font selection
42. Call
43. Dam
44. Old Russ.
45. Second color
47. Hubbubs
48. Carriage
49. Tiny
52. Stitched
53. Shiny-headed Camino RA
56. March sports event ideal
60. California city
61. Assumed
62. Average
63. Large purse
64. Roman sorceress
65. Andes country
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11
4

14

15

17

19

20

22

DOWN
1. Area
2. Mark using acid
3. Borneo pepper plants
4. Mauna
O P
5. Stretches of houses
1 S
, mine and ours
L S 6.
7.
Oral
tradition
S T
jggd 8. Asparagine abbr.
D Y 9. To corrupt
E A 10. Not here
E W 11. Raja's wife
R N 12.
and Sciences
13. Airy fabric
E D
18. Story
19.
Oasis sighting
R 0
R S 23. Species
O T 24. Bay window
E S 25. Celebrated Maher employee

12

10

26. Large wrestlers
27. French pancake
28. Nixon vice
29. Sort of bear
30. At full speed
31. Prison for political dissi
dents
32. Dress fabric
34. Pure ecstasy
37. Cocktail
38. About
39. Shortened annual party
45. Pig Farm author

46. Complain bitterly
47. Caine movie
48. Rot
49. Wearer of tartan
50. Austin Power's secret
51. Course for aspiring MDs
52. Ignore
53. A ladder
54. Winged
55. List of dishes
57. Hailing from the new USSR
58. Educational Services, Inc.
59. Little scoundrel

13
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My very own
"Sex and the City"

BY ANDREW MARZONI

ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Sick days are no fun. For me, they
typically involve sleeping in late,
crawling out of my bed to cough up
half a lung and/or vomit and slumping
on the couch to settle into a catatonic
state of mindless television watching
for hours. Of course, this kind of day
would be called an "Awesome Day,"
if I were not actually sick. Every time
one of these days comes around, it's
not long before I end up watching
"Sex and the City."
About a week ago, in casual con
versation outside of Aromas, a friend
of mine referred to me as the "Carrie
Bradshaw of USD." I laughed, of
course, seeing as the only semblance
between the fictional protagonist of
"Sex and the City" and myself is that
we both write a column.
She is a beautiful woman portrayed
by Sarah Jessica Parker; I am not. She
writes a column about sex; I do not (at
least consciously). And she constantly
finds herself in the throes of a dysfunc
tional relationship with another wrong
guy, while I, well, do not.
This comparison between myself
and Ms. Bradshaw has been on my
mind ever since, however, and has led
me to wonder, "Should I be more like
Carrie?" Any friend of mine around
whom I don't feel necessarily obli
gated to behave especially masculine
would know that I am particularly
fond of "Sex and the City."
Though I find the characters of each
of the women extremely obnoxious
and despicable (which has often led
me to stare at the ceiling at three in the
morning wondering if all women are
like this, and if so, will I die lonely?),
the writing is good enough to keep
me hooked. I am certain that if Carrie
Bradshaw was a real person and I met
her in real life, I would by no means be
able to stand her. Yet she is a kind of
Renaissance woman: writer, sex-pert,
fashionista and socialite all-in-one. It
is this very cultural status that I wish
to attain.
Thus, from now on you will only
see me wearing three thousand dollar
suits and nine hundred dollar Italian
leather boots. I will confidently tell
you everything you need to know
about sex and the opposite gender, but
on the inside I'll still be vulnerable.
I'll write about the hippest, trendiest
restaurants and clubs, and I'll fill you
in on the best places in town to meet
men...er...women. There's no doubt
that the students of USD need guid
ance in their love lives, and who better
to supply it than I?

WWW.300THEMOVIE.WARNERBROS.COM

"300," the visually stunning epic film based on Frank Miller's graphic novel is playing in theatres everywhere.

"300": The Best Bad Movie of the Year
BY CLAY TOLBERT

GUEST WRITER

For months my fellow film-geek
friend and I had been awaiting the
latest adaptation of Frank Miller's
collection of bizarre, grotesque and
extraordinary graphic novels. To cel
ebrate its eminent arrival, we did what
any two heterosexual men would do;
we had a "man-date."
Yes, that's right. The two of us
went to Mission Valley Mall, grabbed
Burger King and brought it inside to
eat while watching previews. Due
to the crowded theater, we could not
allow for a "one-seat buffer," and were
forced to sit right next to each other.
Though tempting, we did not hold
hands.
As for the film itself, I found myself
going back and forth. On one hand,
it lived up to my every expectation.
It was above all else a two-hour long
bloodbath, with a few scenes of explic
it sexual content spread throughout the
extreme violence. The action scenes
were amazing.
The camera-style perhaps rein
vented action scenes, not quite on the
level "The Matrix" did, but close to it.
Shots were sped up as the characters
twirled, ducked, dodged, and prepared
for attack, then instantaneously halted
into slow-motion shots right before the
point of contact, only to again speed
up as the weapon pierced or slashed its
target - sending a cascade of blood and
bevy of limbs strewn across the screen;
it was glorious.
The only thing done nearly as well
as the action scenes was the cinema

tography.
Shot almost entirely against a "green
screen," the film was filtered to take on
a brilliant sepia tone that worked won
derfully in making the movie "feel"
like a graphic novel.
Camera angles on the action scenes,
wide shots of Xerxes' army and shots
such as the one where the Spartans
force a small brigade of the opposing
army off a cliff were all nothing short
of spectacular.
The filmmakers decided not to use
the historically accurate version of the
battle of Thermopylae, but rather went
with the legend. This proposed that
King Xerxes, the Persian Emperor,
lead an army of "millions" against a
Spartan battalion of 300 warriors.
In reality, 300 Spartan warriors took
on an opposition that far outnumbered
their own, but not by the insurmount
able quantity that the legend protests. I
did not have a problem at all with this;
after all, exaggerated legends lend
themselves perfectly to dramatic arts.
However, it was the constant use
of the term, "Greece" that bothered
me. Throughout the entire film, King
Leonidas of Sparta states he is fighting
for a "free Greece." At that time (400500BC), there was no unified nation
known as Greece, but rather a collec
tion of city-states that were invariably
at war with one another.
Historically, Sparta was in a con
stant feud with Athens. They had thenown governments, worshipped differ
ent gods and had no allegiance to each
other whatsoever.
This is referenced in the movie when
the Spartans make an unflattering quip

about the Athenians' homosexual ten
dencies. Yet, the film does not remain
consistent, which leads to my next
problem: the political overtones of a
film that needed absolutely none.
The far from subtle messages of a
"free Greece," and not to "forget our
soldiers" sounded like an overstated
plea by the filmmakers to salute our
current soldiers in Iraq, remember that
it is not their choice to fight, and to not
let history repeat itself by overlooking
of our soldiers' heroism, like we did
during Vietnam.
Though I wholeheartedly agree with
this viewpoint, it had no place in this
no-brainer action flick, even if it is one
that glorifies war.
The filmmakers mistakenly attempt
ed to add depth to a slaughterfest of a
movie by giving it some cliched, half
hearted political message. Throw in a
terribly overused voiceover that is not
even recognizable until the last third of
the movie, some much contrived dia
logue, a cop-out manner of "explain
ing" the demise of the Spartans with
a terrible, throw-away character and
a pathetically weak back-story of the
political tyranny that lies back home
within the Spartan government - and
you come up with a movie that takes
away from a film with a great look,
feel and the best action sequences I
have seen in years.
I still recommend seeing "300"
simply for the otherworldly action se
quences, and recommend doing so on
the big screen.
But if you are going for anything
other than well-done, brutal violence,
stay home.
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Old people ruin another Casbah show

CHRISTIE OSBORNE/THE VISTA

Johnny Borrell and Carl Dalemo of Razorlight at The Casbah last Saturday.

BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend I journeyed to that en
dearingly dirty little venue near the air
port, The Casbah, to catch a sold out set
from Brit indie-rock quartet Razorlight.
I am never going there on a Saturday
night again.
The band is touring in support of their
garden variety self-titled 2006 release,
' which pales in comparison to sleaze-rock
debut "Up All Night." As I walked into
the venue, I noticed that the band had
brought two tour buses..;to the Casbah.
I suppose to each his own, or in this case,
to each half a bus. They must be bigger
in England. Rock and roll excess aside,
Razorlight failed to impress anyone
under the age of twenty-seven, but for

those over that magically arbitrary age,
this generic rock proved more epic than
a Deep Blue Something show in 1994.
Most of the time I am annoyed by
obnoxious kids at all-ages shows and
fashionistas at the liber-indie shows, but
as of Saturday, this musical curmudgeon
has a new group to shout about. Set
tling into the back just before the set, I
wondered when lead singer Johnny Bor
rell would climb on. After his scaffold
scaling at Coachella in 2005, the padded
walls lining the stage seemed limiting
for death-defying acrobatics.
Then the music started, and they were
in front of me: that couple. Around age
thirty, this pair came complete with a
nearly blacked-out, spastic, rump-shak
ing Carrie Bradshaw look-alike and
a balding man in designer jeans who

could not help but use her booty as a
drum throughout the set. Oh, and they
brought their friends: two fist-pumping
dudes who spilled as much beer as they
drank.
Usually, a concert-rusty crowd like
this wouldn't ruin an entire show for
me and the music is powerful enough
to hold my attention and keep me from
smacking these imbeciles. The only
word to describe Razorlight's perfor
mance is generic. Minus a few intrigu
ing drum solos, the band could have
easily played at the Battle of the Bands
on Friday—eager young lads looking
for a big break.
So I was left watching this group
of wasted young professionals dance
and cling to any scrap of youth. You'd
think they could have picked a better
soundtrack though. The rest of the
crowd was split between the just-legal
quiet ones and rowdy, stereotypical bros
dancing like they got lost on their way
to Safari in TJ. My decision? Bail after
forty minutes or so.
The saving grace of the night was the
opening set by Mohair, a SXSW pianopop group. Lead singer Tom Billington
sports an auburn set of curly locks that
would put Annie to shame, and the rest
of the band brought British sexy back
with ascots, vests and entirely too tight
button-downs. Their bouncy stage pres
ence and three-part harmonies had the
listless wandering in to see what all the
fuss was about. Billington's staunch
classic solos—complete with his jawdropped open and a few bangs of his
white-man fro—plus Alex Richards's
vamping keys danced around the audi
ence pied piper style. I'm just glad I got
there early and left early.

Do Make Say Think play sold-out show
Band tours in promotion of their release of "Rust"
Considering the recent release of show, both moods evoking enthusias
DMST's
"You, You're a History in tic responses from the audience.
COPY EDITOR
Rust," I expected to hear the band draw
The set ended with a combination
After Do Make Say Think, one of heavily from the new album, but in fact of the two in "The Universe!" off of
my favorite bands, canceled their show the set list was divided evenly between "You, You're a History in Rust."
in San Diego, my only option was to that album and 2003's "Winter Hymn
As the band came back onstage for
take the train up to LA to see them play Country Hymn Secret Hymn." Songs an encore, guitarist Justin Small joked,
at the Troubadour on Saturday.
from their other three albums made "I heard someone yell out during a
As I waited for a bus outside of very few appearances.
really quiet part of one of our songs,
Union Station, a man asked me if I
The tracks off of "Winter Hymn 'We love your bacon;' well guess
knew where some street was, and I told Country Hymn Secret Hymn" got the what, we love your bacon too."
him I didn't know because I wasn't best responses from the audience. After
He then fingerpicked
the emo
from LA.
opening with "Outer Inner & Secret," tional melody of "A Tender History in
He then told me he had just gotten violinist Julie Penner began to build a Rust."
out of prison and didn't want to go texture of looped melodies, until the
I thought the show must be over
back because of me, and was I going to sudden entrance of the chords from as it reached its climax with "Ontario
play dumb with him, at which point I "Auberge Le Mouton Noir," accompa Plates" (on "Winter Hymn Country
weighed risking death against missing nied by a collective yell of satisfaction Hymn Secret Hymn"), which the
Do Make Say Think and realized that from the crowd.
band's six musicians played with
they had to be worth it.
The band played the song's pow flawless cohesion, but they continued
Acouple of hours later, having safely erful ending with furious speed and for one last song, "In Mind," the last
arrived at the West Hollywood venue, intensity.
track from the new record.
I watched the octet take the stage to the
Spearin joked, "Tonight we're
The song brought the night to a
cheers of a sold-out crowd.
going to try something a little differ peaceful close.
Bassist Charles Spearin, who resem ent," before going into the beautiful
As if the euphoria that the show
bles Kevin Costner from Dances With "A With Living" off of the new album, left me with was not enough, a few
Wolves, began the show by saying, which is the first DMST album to fea San Diegan humanitarians offered me
"This show is dedicated to people ture vocals.
a ride back to San Diego, so I didn't
trying to live good lives, because I'm
The alternation between the over have to wait for the 4 a.m. bus with
sure there are a lot of you, even in LA." whelmingly intense and strikingly any parolees, not that it wouldn't have
The crowd responded with cheers.
pensive was sustained throughout the been worth it.
BY MARK HEISEY
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Cougar Trap im
presses crowd and
wins Lamba Chi
Alpha and RHA's
Battle of the
Bands
BY MARK HEISEY
COPY EDITOR

Free music, free food and raffle
prizes were the story on Friday, as
students attended the annual Battle
of the Bands.
Five bands performed for the
event. The winner, selected by a
four judge panel, was Cougar Trap,
an 80s ballad cover band. They won
the crowd by playing such 30-yearold hits as "Livin' on a Prayer,"
"American Girl" and "Don't Stop
Believin'."
After their set, the crowd begged
for one more song, but were disap
pointed due to the lack of time re
maining.
And much to my dismay, as I was
really craving some Boston.
I do have to hand it to them for
their outfits though. The drummer
appeared on stage wearing a cougar
costume, while the rest of the band
dressed like Teddy Roosevelt about
to go on a safari, perhaps to set
cougar traps.
The runner up was Carpe Noctem,
whose rendition of "Pour Some Sugar
On Me" was apparently not quite as
good as Cougar Trap's covers.
Second runner up prize went to
Dead Stoned, whose music can be
summarized in the song title "Bodybag."
Prizes, which were raffled be
tween the bands' sets, included gift
certificates, tickets to Sea World,
the Zoo and Disney Land, iPods and
more.
The winners of the Battle of the
Bands, as well as the Watermelon
Bash winner (Alpha Phi) were an
nounced before the show's headliner, Bill, played a set. Due to coin
cidence, or perhaps something more,
however, most of the audience did
not stick around.
It was apparent that many of the
audience members were Alpha Phis
who were there to celebrate their vic
tory. One minute it seemed as though
the entire audience was chanting
"Alpha Phi," and the next minute
there no longer was an audience.
Bill played a solid set of extensive
instrumentation mixed with sporadic
vocals; however, the three-piece's
music seemed better suited to a
dimly lit bar than a gymnasium.
They also did themselves a bit of
a disservice by ending with "Enter
Sandman."
The proceeds from the event,
which was sponsored by Lambda
Chi Alpha and Residence Hall Asso
ciation, were donated to the Center
for Community Solutions.
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The Arcade Fire returns triumphantly with "Neon Bible
amazing music being made. Just be cool
man, be cool.
When I was younger, I remember
attending a memorial service for my
friend's mother. Their family friend,
whose name escapes me, stood in the
pulpit and said that Jean had lived ev
eryday like it was her last. And that is
how the Arcade Fire writes songs, like
everyone is their last. On "Neon Bible,"
like "Funeral," every track is perfectly
placed and worthy of your undivided at
tention. Where their "debut" EP, referred
to by some as "Us Kids Know," seemed
like rough sketches of brilliance, both
"Funeral" and "Neon Bible" deliver a
straight shot of aural sex. All I can really
say is you can live a lifetime in each
Arcade Fire song, and they reminded me
to love music again.
After numerous listens to "Neon
Bible," I find it a disservice to you and
the music to attempt to describe the way
it sounds. For one, I think if I told it
would be akin to ruining the twist in a
great book, and two, I really wouldn't
know what to say. However, if the only

BY BEN INOUYE
STAFF WRITER

Last week, I wrote a review for the
new Do Make Say Think album. For
the devoted Arts & Culture readers who
were "fortunate" enough to read this
piece, what you found was a preten
tious, negative review with backhanded
compliments that were openly snicker
ing at their sonic similarities to Broken
Social Scene. Uncalled for. I would like
to apologize to Do Make Say Think be
cause their new record really was very
good. Which begs the question, when
did I lose myself? When did I become
better than the music? Was it the first
time I uttered the phrase, "I liked their
older stuff better," or after I convinced
myself that I meant it? Or was it the first
time I saw my reviews in print and it
gave legitimacy to my uber judgmental
point of view? Whatever it was, first and
foremost I am a music lover, and some
how I forgot that. It was probably mid
"Neon Bible" that I had a revelation:
don't be a snob. There is some truly

n

WWW.AMAZ0N.COM

The Arcade Fire's new album, "Neon Bible."
reason you are reading this is to get a
spoiler, here is all you get. The melodies
are simply incredible, haunting and gor
geous. "Neon Bible" is filled with reli
gious imagery and melancholy lyrics.

Each song slowly builds with constant
layering bringing in strings, piano, and
voice all culminating in...ugh. I mean,
I could tell you about a Picasso, but
wouldn't you rather see it?

Strokes sideman shows promise on "Yours to Keep"
BY ANDREW MARZONI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Solo debuts are often hit or miss, es
pecially from someone of such relative
obscurity as Albert Hammond, Jr., one
of the guitarists for New York City's
musical representatives of cool, The
Strokes. Hammond - the curly-haired
guy with the vintage suits - takes
over the songwriting and vocal duties
backed up by Josh Lattanzi on bass
and Matt Romano on drums, as well as
featured performances by such NYC
scenesters as Sean Lennon and The
Strokes' singer Julian Casablancas.
The result is "Yours to Keep," in my
opinion the best album of 2007 thus
far.
It's really no surprise that one of
The Strokes decided to branch out
with a solo record - they are all ex
tremely talented musicians in a band
whose reputation for strictly speedy
retro-rock leaves little room for true
experimentation.
The real surprise is that such an
effort would be as good as "Yours to
Keep."

WWW.AMAZ0N.COM

Albert Hammond, Jr.'s debut album, "Yours to Keep."

Hammond lets himself stray from
the mile-a-minute garage rock of his
day job in order to explore more genrebending fare, plush with bells, piano
and acoustic guitar.
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Thursday, March 15

Friday, March 16

Saturday, March 17

"Taking Flight"
opens @
San Diego REP
79 Horton Plaza
San Diego,
92101

"Avenue Montaigne"
opens @
Landmark Hillcrest Cinemas
3965 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA92103

Clipse @
Belly Up Tavern
S. Cedros Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(21+)

Tuesday, March 20

Wednesday, March 21

Wednesday (Continued)

Willy Mason @
Belly Up Tavern
143 S. Cedros Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(21+)

Elvis Perkins @
The Casbah
2501 KettnerBlvd.
San Diego, CA 92101
(21+)

Badly Drawn Boy @
House of Blues
1055 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
(21+)
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The opening song, "Cartoon Music
for Superheroes," sounds exactly like
the title would incline one to think,
"Blue Skies" serves as a sweet folk
ballad and "Call an Ambulance" brings

to mind "Rubber Soul" era Beatles. He
channels The White Stripes with his
cover of Guided by Voices' "Postal
Blowfish" and gets playfully senti
mental on Buddy Holly's "Well...All
Right."
Even on the songs that are more
reminiscent of The Strokes Hammond
does well to lighten the mood a bit,
using a sweet, boyish croon in prefer
ence to Casablancas' drunk swagger
on songs such as "In Transit", "101"
and the current single "Everyone Gets
a Star."
Whether or not Hammond will
branch out enough to leave his identity
as the member of The Strokes who did
not date Drew Barry more or have a
drunk-in-public problem, he has pro
duced a quality album which shows
strong promise.
Hammond's father, Albert Ham
mond, Sr., was a songwriter in the
1970s who penned such numbers as "It
Never Rains in Southern California."
What "Yours to Keep" shows is that if
the songwriting gene is indeed present
in the Hammond DNA, it didn't skip
Albert Jr.'s generation.

*

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/BADLYDRAWNB0Y

England's Badly Drawn Boy plays with Adem at
the House of Blues this Saturday night.
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Profs share about their lives of musical enjoyment
Have you ever wondered what beats get your professors grooving? Did you know that some of those characters that stand in front of you
three hours a week actually share your musical taste? Did you know that you can buy an album featuring Dr. Jeon on guitar? The Vista de
cided it was about time to feature the musical fancies of professors from around the university. All four professors interviewed enthusiastically
detailed their musical autobiographies and they would be thrilled to share with other students. So go bug them in office hours about Sting and
crew (a favorite across the board) or concerts in their college days. Interviews conducted by Christie Osborne.

Del Dickson
First
Memory:

CHRISTIE OSBORNEAHE VISTA

Esteban del Rio Communications
First
Musical
Memory: His parents
playing "Good Night"
off
The
Beatles'
"White Album."

First Album Pur
chased: New Edition
- "Cool It Down"

Most
Recent
Spins: Arcade Fire's
"Funeral," The Shins'
"Wincing the Night
Away" on vinyl, JayZ, Cat Power, Camera
Obscura's "Let's Get
Out of this Country,"
Yo La Tengo's "I Am
Not Afraid of You and
I Will Beat Your A**"
and "vinyl at home
with my daughter."

How the Internet/
iPod has changed
the way he listens
to music: "I haven't
changed the way I
listen to music at all.
The only difference is
that now music is more
portable, but I would
always rather listen to
vinyl any day. I don't
buy music online. It
used to be that college
students saved up to
buy a stereo. That was
a huge purchase. Now
students just listen
to poor quality mp3s

Joe Jeon
ten I brought a Statler
Brothers album in for
show and tell, but actually
my parents wouldn't even
let me bring in the record,
so I brought in a Polaroid
of the record."

Album

Where does he
find out about new
music?: "My new
music is always in
rotation with my old
stuff. Recently, with
regards to the older
stuff, it's been a lot
of The Police mixed
with
90s
albums
like Siamese Dream
(Smashing
Pump
kins).
I go to M
Theory to find new
albums though."

Pur

Def Leppard
- "Pyromania." "That's
still a great album."

Most Recent Spins:
Wolf Parade - "Apolo
gies to the Queen Mary,"
American Analog Set "Set

First
chased:

Album

Pur

Beach
- "Pet Sounds"

Boys

Most Recent Spins:
Classical music in his
office on classicfm.com;
"I listen to my iPod all
the time. I am a baby
boomer; music has always
been extremely important
to that generation."

Most recent albums
purchased: The Breeders
and Hole, "I am in a forty
year time warp."

How the Internet/iPod
has changed the way he
listens to music: "Music
is more accessible now.
I went from having an 8track player in my car to
a cassette player to a CD
player to an iPod. The
iPod is a godsend because
I can bring all my music
with me while I am driv
ing. I have always been
album oriented, but now I
can pick and choose songs
on playlists."

Best shows attended:
Moody Blues for the "at
mosphere," Beach Boys
for "sheer fun," Honk
(from the soundtrack to
Five Summer Stories),

Debbie Tahmassebi

chemistry

Best shows at
tended: Yo La Tengo

Play any instru
ments? Ever in a
band?: "No instru
ments. Well, I can
play 'Oh Susanna' on
the harmonica I sup
pose. I have never
been in a band."

Top Five Record
ing Artists: Yo La
Tengo, The Beatles,
The Police, Belle &
Sebastian, The Clash.

Free," Arcade Fire, the
"Chicago by way of Lou
isville sound" of Shipping
News, Rodan, Wilco.

How the Internet/
iPod has changed the
way he listens to music:
"Listening to music hasn 't
really changed [due to
technological advances],
I just got an iPod a month
ago, and that was more
for video purposes. I
have music on my com
puter, but the compressed
quality is so poor."

Where does he find

CHRISTIE OSBORNEAHE VISTA

EmmyLou Harris, Turtles
("They sang 'Happy To
gether' to my sister-inlaw"), free Talking Heads
show at UCLA, regrets
not seeing The Beatles or
the Who.

his high-school band and
started a band in sixth
grade called The Igua
nas—named for a stuffed
iguana.

Play any instru
ments? Ever in a band?:

Bruce Springsteen, Neil
Young, Beatles, Derek
and the Dominoes.

Baritone treble clef in

Top Five Recording
Artists: Joni Mitchell,

music, nothing too twangy, nothing too screamy.
My daughter also made me a mix of songs to listen
to in my morning lab class —songs she thought my
students and I would like. It's called 'Mommy's
Lab Music' (The Fray, Gnarls Barkley, All Ameri
can Rejects)."

How the Internet/iPod has changed the way
she listens to music: "I use my iPod shuffle when

in 2000, The Black
Keys at Brick By
Brick,
Alejandro
Escavedo at Iron
Horse Music Hall in
Northampton, Mass.

English

First
Musical
Memory: "In kindergar

First
chased:

through their comput
ers. I like to invest in
good speakers."

Musical

"My mom
always sang to us. It's
surprising how important
that is. She used to tell
me that when I was two I
would sing back to her in
the correct key, which I
know is not true. She used
to sing military songs and
silly stuff. She was a highschool teacher, so I knew
my high-school anthem
when I was three."

Political Science

I work out every morning. When else am I going
to tune out the world? My husband and my daugh
ters update the family iTunes, and they do a pretty
good job, so I just change the music every few
weeks."

Where does she find out about new music?:
"Mostly from the radio...My husband is stuck in
the 70s, and the music my daughters listen to is a
PHOTO COURTESY OF USD CHEMISTRY DEPT.
little bit too boppy, but they have started to infuse
First Musical Memory: "My father's off-key their own beeps into songs with bad words. I never
singing. My parents owned hundreds of records. taught them that."
This was back in the album days."
Best shows attended: The Police "SynchronicFirst Album Purchased: soundtrack to "Satur ity Tour," Oingo Boingo, David Bowie, English
day Night Fever": "We had disco dance parties in Beat and Hall of Voodoo
junior high."
Play any instruments? Ever in a band?:
Most Recent Spins: an "eclectic mix" of 70s "Only six months of piano when I was young."
rock, rap and whatever is playing on 91X, 94.9
Top 5 Recording Artists: Sting, David Bowie,
and 93.3; "I listen to mostly middle of the road Billy Joel, Eric Clapton, Danny Elfman

out about new music?:
"I still find out about new
music from friends—
through word of mouth.
I used to live in Berkeley,
and I would go to Amoeba
and buy eight albums, and
seven of them were hor
rible, but there would be
one amazing record. Are
there any record stores
left in San Diego? I love
getting music suggestions
from my students."

Best shows attended:
Replacements "in high
school
and college,"
"Merge [label] bands like
Polvo at places like the

Great American Music
Hall," "Sonic Youth at that
venue on Market St in San
Francisco
[Orpheum],"
The Grifters.

Play any instruments?
Ever in a band?: "I actu
ally played at the Casbah.
I played guitar in a band
called Seki out of San
Francisco in the late 90s.
We released an album
["Before the Last Song at
Wounded Hill," Megalon
Records 1999] and went
on tour. I was in bands in
Baltimore and San Fran
cisco for about ten years.
Then I got a job here, and
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decided to stop playing."

Top 5 Recording Art
ists: The Replacements,

Sonic Youth, June of
44, John Coltrane, Elvis
Costello
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Holland is not
solely responsible
for lack of success

BY PATRICK BRADY
SPORTS EDITOR

As the university parted ways with
men's head basketball coach Brad
Holland this past weekend, I couldn't
help but reflect on my freshman year
at USD.
That year, our basketball team was
at the top of the WCC, defeating Gonzaga twice in the course of the season
and capturing the WCC Tournament
championship on our home court.
The Toreros marched on to the
NCAA tournament that season, a
circumstance yet to be matched by
our men's team since, and took on the
Stanford Cardinal in the first round.
Though we fell just short of upseting
Stanford and their future NBA lot
tery pick Josh Childress, a hopeful
buzz was generated on campus that
sprawled from the IPJ to the Vistas.
I think it's safe to assume that
the campus community expected
that reaching the NCAA tournament
would become a regular occurrence
at USD as the 2002-2003 season
showed promise for Torero athletics
in the future.
Unfortunately, the men's baskteball team has been unsuccessful in
their attempts to reach post-season
play, and it's clear that the athletic
department's patience has been worn
thin by this circumstance.
Showing Holland the door may
perhaps seem like the logical deci
sion; however, no one can argue
that the man had credentials that
should have made winning at USD as
prevalent as it is at Gonzaga. Holland
played on the "showtime" Lakers in
the 1980s with Magic and Kareem; in
fact, I once viewed the man scoring a
layup in a championship series with
the Boston Celtics while watching
old NBA footage on ESPN Classic.
Following USD's magical 20022003 season, Holland interviewed for
the coaching vacancy at UCLA but
lost out to Ben Houland, who led the
Bruins to the Final Four last season.
One can't help but wonder why
USD hasn't been able to reach the
tournament in the past four seasons.
If the athletic department has visions
of grandeur for our Toreros, they
need to consider hiring a high profile
coach like a Mark Few, so that at
the very least, recruiting improves.
Our inability to recruit the caliber of
players that Gonzaga has been able to
bring to Spokane baffles me.
In terms of the WCC, our campus
and its location should be selling
itself. Perhaps the problem is not "x's
and o's" but more dollars and cents.
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Women's basketball prepares for WNIT
BY KEVIN NGUYEN
STAFF WRITER

The 21-8 USD Women's Basketball
team is preparing for the WNIT (Wom
en's National Invitational Tourna
ment). When asked about how they
prepare, Junior standout Amanda
Rego responded "We prepare for the
WNIT just like we've prepared for any
other game this season." Coach Fisher
replied, "Well, we've been shortening
up our practices and trying to get some
good lifts in the weight room, so we'll
be ready."
This strategy makes perfect sense:
Why change the formula when it is work
ing so well? The Toreros will not know
until March 12 who their opponents will
be, but as Rego stated, "We are focusing
more on our defense and our offense and
solid Torero basketball. That way who
ever we face, we'll be ready for them."
This will be the program's first trip
to the WNIT after going to the NCAA
Tournament in 1993 and 2000.
The Lady Toreros are in good shape
heading into the WNIT, with redshirt
Sophomore Amber Sprague heading the
charge offensively, averaging 14.8 points
per game and 8.1 rebounds per game. In
addition, having the nation's assist leader
doesn't hurt. Rego totaled 214 assists
by seasons end, a USD single-season
record.
It comes as no surprise that the Tore
ros' tremendous turnaround is attributed
to second-year head coach Cindy Fisher
as well as her fantastic players. I had a
chance to sit down with Coach Fisher to
discuss Torero basketball and her coach
ing style.
Kevin Nguyen: Who or where do you
attribute to giving you your start?
Coach Fisher: Well, I got my start

COURTESY OF CHRIS LOUCKS

Cindy Fisher's second season with the Toreros witnessed tremendous improvement,
capturing their first 20-win season in team history and earning a berth to the WNIT.

coaching at Mesa Community College in
Mesa, Arizona, and the head coach was
Olivia Jones. She gave me my first start.
KN: What are your predictions for
this team?
CF: Well, obviously we're here to
win; that's what our goal has been since
the beginning; that's why we come to
practice and work hard; to win.
KN: You come in with an impressive
resume, including a stretch where you
went 92-8, at Old Dominion. What did
you learn from your time there?
CF: Well, that what it's all about, you
know. Once you've been there [the Na
tional Championship game], that's what
you strive for.
KN: You led the Huskers to two con
secutive WNIT appearances. Can you
replicate that here?
CF: I think so, I mean, you always
strive for the postseason, so, it's our
ultimate goal to bring a championship
home, but it takes time.

KN: What is your projection in the
postseason for this team, after going 218?
CF: Oh, we're excited about the pos
sibility of a deep postseason because
of our players like Amanda [Rego] and
Amber [Sprague] and our support play
ers.
KN: You spent five years at Wyoming
as head coach. What did you learn from
that experience?
CF: Just take it one game at a time.
It's not about winning it all every year,
but it's about the experience you have
with your players.
KN: You inherited a talented team
built through recruiting. How do you
continue this?
CF: Recruiting is about going out and
finding kids and trying to improve their
skills once they're in your program. So,
with the recruiting staff that we have
here I think we have a great chance to
land some top talent.

WCC co-player of the year looks to the postseason
Amanda Rego leads the lady Toreros into the WNIT

COURTESY OF CHRIS LOUCKS

Rego hails from local Mission Bay H.S.

BY GRANT WENKSTERN
STAFF WRITER

The Torero women's basketball
team received their first ever invite
to the Women's National Invitation

Tournament as they completed their
best season in school history.
Much of this is due to the great
success of junior point guard Amanda
Rego. She was recently honored as
the WCC co-player of the year, which
is the first time any USD athlete has
received this award. In addition, she
received a first-team All - WCC selec
tion.
Coming from a family with three
older brothers who were avid basket
ball players, she remembers being
exposed to the game at a very young
age. As far back as she can remem
ber, Amanda followed in her brothers'
footsteps, shooting around with them
before she could even hit the rim.
When she got to high school, she
chose basketball over soccer, which,
for us Torero fans was a good decision.
After four prestigious years at Mission
Bay High School, this hometown hero
decided to keep it local and devote
herself to the USD women's basketball
team.
It was in her freshman year that she
went under the wing of point guard
Polly Dong, (who recently graduated)

and developed into the outstanding
player she is today.
After an unexpected loss to San
Francisco in the first round of the WCC
tournament, she feels that, "This invite
to the NIT is a second opportunity to
prove ourselves in the postseason."
In regards to the dramatic change
between this season and last she be
lieves that second year coach Cindy
Fisher is a big reason why this team
has had such a turn around.
"Coach Fisher's passion for the
game and dedication to this team and
its program is inspiring to all of us,"
Rego said. "We believe in her."
Coach Fisher was also recently
honored as WCC co-coach of the
year.
When I asked her if this is
where she saw herself four years ago,
she responded, "I can't ever really say
I imagined it to turn out like this. This
whole season has been like a dream
come true."
Rego will relish her opportunity
to showcase her talents on a national
level when the Toreros take on UC
Santa Barbara in the first round of the
WNIT, today at 7 p.m. at the JCP.
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WCC pitcher of the month is on a roll
BY JUSTIN SAKS
STAFF WRITER

To some he is a future major
leaguer and a future first-round
draft pick.
To many of us here at USD,
however, he is just another
student, except for that 94
mph fastball he throws, the
knee-buckling curveball and
the fact that he leads the nation
with 72 strikeouts.But even though Brian
Matusz will most likely end up
pitching in the major leagues
one day, right now he leads
his life like any other college
student.
In his spare time he likes
to relax. "I do my work. Play
'Guitar Hero' with my room
mates. Just try to prepare
myself for Friday when I
pitch," Matusz said.
A sophomore from Arizo
na, Matusz has been a highly
touted left-handed pitching
prospect since his junior year
in high school. After posting
an 8-1 record with a 0.50 era
his senior year, the Los Ange
les Angels of Anaheim drafted
Matusz in the 4th round of the
'2005 Major League Baseball
draft. Matusz decided not to
sign with the Angels and in
stead attended USD to play
for the Toreros.
"I really wanted to get an
education, which is obviously
very important to anyone,"
Matusz said.
The opportunity to play
college and pro ball, instead
of just going and playing pro
is important. Live the normal
life like any other college stu

dent."
After a year and a half here
at USD, Matusz is content
with his choice.
"It was the best decision of
my life. The hardest decision
of my life though. So far it has
turned out to be awesome,"
Matusz said. "I'm doing a lot
better than I thought. Hope
fully I can stay on track and
just get better each year."
After seeing and reading about
some of his performances this
year, Matusz is definitely on
the path to become a profes
sional.
He is very mature and
knows that his success is very
important to the team, but that
the team's success is most
important. When I mentioned
his recent accolades, such as
being the co-WCC player for
the month of February and
how he leads the nation in
strikeouts, he immediately
chimed in. "The Toreros lead
the nation in strikeouts as a
team."
Matusz has a lot of respect
for his team.
"This team is special. The
team chemistry is awesome.
We have the hitting one through
nine in the lineup. Every guy
is a plus hitter and our staff
is unbelievable this year. We
have Ricardo Pecina who has
become our new Sunday guy
and Josh Romanski, who I feel
is the best midweek starter in
the nation, pitching for us on
Tuesdays. Matt Couch is solid
as always and I can't forget
about AJ Griffin who comes in
and saves every game I pitch,"
Matusz said. Matusz sings the

praises of all his teammates
and they do the same for him.
"He is just a reliable guy
that you can always count on.
He doesn't wilt under pres
sure because he doesn't ever
feel it. No matter who we are
playing or who the opponent,
he always goes out there and
does his job," teammate Nick
McCoy said.
Matusz knows that he still
has a lot to learn. "You can't
be satisfied with anything.
There is always room for im
provement on any start, unless
you throw a perfect game. I
can improve on getting ahead
on hitters, and not walking as
many batters," Matusz said.
Yet his role model is not a
major league pitcher, it's not
even a professional athlete.
Matusz looks up to his dad, a
former track and field athlete
at Purdue University, and says
that his dad is his best friend.
"I tell my dad everything. He
knows what it is to be a col
lege athlete and student,"
Matusz said.
Matusz does not try to emu
late anyone on the field. He is
himself, his own person. On
the mound he looks like a six
foot four inch version of Randy
Johnson, a player Matusz likes
to follow. Both are tall lefties
with an excellent fastball and
a great breaking ball. They
both have that desire in their
eyes to win.
Matusz will be eligible for
the Major League Baseball
draft again after next season.
He is currently ranked as the
number eight prospect in his
draft class.
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Brian Matusz currently leads the nation in strikeouts with 72.

Only time will tell if Brian
Matusz will become a common
household name amongst
baseball fans. For now,
Matusz said, "I hope some of
our recent success will lead to
more fans coming to games."
Take advantage of the

opportunity to see this left
hander in action because the
next time you want to see
him, he'll probably be wearing
the jersey of a Major League
Baseball team and you'll prob
ably have to pay Petco Park
ticket prices.

USD host to top-ranked
Duke lacrosse after
dropped rape charges
BY ANDY KAESTLE
STAFF WRITER

Last year the Duke la
crosse team was subject to
national scrutiny over a case
that accused several players
of rape and assault, resulting
in a lasting reputation for the
team and the university.
Duke University had to
suspend the team's privilege
to play until a verdict was
reached; with the charges
withdrawn this past Decem
ber, the team was once again
allowed to play.
Last weekend USD was
the host to the First Four La
crosse tournament and Duke
was in the mix. The Duke
match up attracted more than
5,000 fans to Torero Stadium
on Saturday night.

This season the Blue Devils
have been on their game win
ning their first four games and
are currently ranked number
one nationally. Surprisingly,
Duke was upset 8-7 by a
highly ranked Loyola team.
"We were pretty upset about
the loss. We almost made an
amazing comeback," senior
midfielder Fred Krom said.
Regardless, the Blue Devils
are off to a remarkable start
of the season especially con
sidering having the better part
of last season cancelled due to
the scandal and the subsequent
resignation of head lacrosse
coach Mike Pressler.
The Blue Devils hired John
Danowski to be the new coach
the following July and has
impressed outsiders with his
teams already stellar record.
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Following their suspended season, Duke lacrosse is off to a great start, holding the No. 1 ranking.

"It's really great to be back.
We are playing like we didn't
miss a beat," senior midfielder
Matt Wilson said.

Duke will be looking to be
a contender in the ACC tour
nament this year and have a
chance to be crowned national

champions despite last year's
controversy. The jury is still
out on the fate of District At
torney Nifong.
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Athletic Department shows Holland the door
BYRAYAYALA
STAFF WRITER

After much speculation and
debate, veteran head basket
ball coach Brad Holland was
relieved of his head coaching
duties. The announcement by
the USD executive director of
athletics Ky Snyder came after
the third consecutive loss to
Gonzaga in the WCC Tourna
ment.
There was obvious disap
pointment around campus
after that loss and no doubt
that Holland's job was in
jeopardy. The rumors were
put to rest and coach Hol
land was relived of his head
coaching duties on Thursday,
March 8.
Holland had one year re
maining on his contract that
was subsequently bought out
by the University.
Holland has been criticized
for only sending the Toreros to the NCAA Tournament
once during his 13-year tenure
as head coach.
Despite this, Holland was
more focused on the idea of the
student-athlete. He graduated
every player that played for him
at USD except for one, which is
an accomplishment that is very
rare in today's college athlet

ics.
The basketball team seems
distraught by this sudden move
by the University.
"I am very disappointed by
this move, coach Holland was a
good coach and I respect him a
lot," sophomore Ray Murdoch
said.
Despite the coaching situa
tion, Murdoch is already pre
paring to move past this.

"I am very
disappointed by this
move, Coach Holland
was a good coach
and I respect him a
lot."
- Ray Murdoch
"We have to get ready for
next year and start preparing
early," Murdoch said. .
The 2006- 2007 first team
All-WCC player Gyno Pomare
was visibly upset by this
move.
"I am not happy with it at
all, and I never wanted this to
happen," Pomare said.

Pomare recalled the times
Holland visited him at his home
and watched his high school
basketball games during the re
cruiting process as well as his
finest memory while playing
under Holland.
"Winning the Cal Tourna
ment this year was very big
for our program, because it
showed that we could compete
with teams from the Pac-10
and other larger divisions,"
Pomare said.
It is obvious that Holland
made a big impact on the
lives of his players beyond
the basketball court.
The
University hired
Holland for the 1993-1994
season, after a successful
two-year tenure as head
coach of Cal State Fullerton.
Holland compiled a record
of 200-176 as head coach of
the Toreros, including seven
winning seasons.
As head coach of the Tore
ros, Holland beat the Univer
sity of Texas and the Gonzaga
Bulldogs during the 1998-1999
season. He will always be
known for the 2002-2003
season, in which the Toreros
defeated the Gonzaga Bulldogs
in the WCC Tournament Finals
at the JCP to send the Toreros
to their first NCAA tournament

Mens tennis falls to UNC, 4-3
BY NICK PETERSON
STAFF WRITER

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Thomas Liversage was the Toreros' star, winning two big matches.

For the second time in three
days, the USD men's tennis
team faced off against a Top25 opponent Monday at the
USD West Tennis Courts.
Unfortunately, the Toreros
dropped their second match
in a row, this time against the
University of North Carolina.
The USD men's team was
narrowly defeated by #17 Rice
last Saturday by a score of 4-3.
Monday the Toreros lost by
the same narrow margin to the
#11 Tarheels. UNC's Sebas
tian Guejman defeated Torero
Jonas Mouly seven-six, foursix, seven-six to decide the
match.
However USD's Thomas
Liversage defeated North
Carolina's Benjamin Carlotti
six-two and six-three. Carlotti
is ranked No. 40 in the nation.
USD's Thomas Liversage also
defeated No. 25 ranked Ben
Harknett of Rice on Saturday
to continue his impressive
string of victories.
The Toreros play host to
Purdue tommorow, when the
boilmakers come to campus
for a 1:30 p.m. match.

COURTESY OF TED GOSEN
NCAA tournament bids and WCC championships have alluded Hol
land for the past four seasons as the Toreros' head coach.

2005 seasons. There's no telling
in sixteen years.
Holland is a two-time WCC when Holland will land on his
coach of the year winner for feet, but given his credentials i t
both the 1998-1999 and 2004- shouldn't take long.
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Toreros have strong showing in Tony Gwynn Classic

ZAC ORMSBY/THE VISTA
Torero player dives safely into third, beating the ensuing tag from the San Diego State third baseman in Sunday's game at SDSU.

BYRAYAYALAR
STAFF WRITER
The Torero baseball team had a long
four-game week ahead of them, and
they showed why they are ranked #22
in the country.
The Toreros started off the week
with a Tuesday game at UC Irvine,
where Josh Romanski had a brilliant

day on the mound, pitching eight in
nings with seven strikeouts without
giving up any runs. AJ Griffin came in
for the save, and started the week off
on the right foot for the Toreros.
Friday, the Toreros had a nail-biter
game against Michigan that came down
to the ninth inning. After a passed ball
down the first baseline allowed Romanski to score and tie the game, Daniel

Magness stepped up to the plate with
two outs and the bases loaded, deliver
ing a game winning single and giving
the Toreros their second consecutive
win.
The next game for the Toreros was at
Petco Park, pitting a strong Oklahoma
team against a hot Toreros club. After
jumping out to an early 4-0 lead, the
Toreros gave up six runs unanswered

to lose a tough game to the Sooners.
After the disappointing loss, the
Toreros traveled to San Diego State,
where a once again trailing Toreros
team fought back from a 3-0 deficit.
Romanski started the hitting barrage
with a long home run over the right
field wall.
With two outs in the sixth inning,
Magness delivered a game-breaking
double that put the Toreros up 5-4, and
they never looked back. Griffin had
his second brilliant performance of the
week, this time going six innings in
relief of Ricardo Pecina.
The Toreros finished up this long
week with a 6-4 win against their rivals
San Diego State, ending the week
winning three of four games. Senior
catcher/DH, Jordan Abruzzo had six
RBI this week, giving him a team-lead
ing 24 RBI.
Abruzzo was very content with the
way the Toreros played this week,
"The team chemistry lately has been
great and the offense has done very
well," Abruzzo said. "Getting these
wins against the quality teams is im
portant, and proves why we deserve to
be ranked so high."
The Toreros have four big games this
week: on Tuesday they face a tough
opponent when they travel to #13 Cal
St. Fullerton, followed by a three-game
home series against Houston at Cun
ningham Stadium.
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WEEK IN REVIEW
BY PATRICK BRADY
SPORTS EDITOR
Softball extends winning streak to
three games
The lady Toreros swept the Ten
nessee-Martin Skyhawks 5-3 and
4-3 in their double-header this past
Sunday at USD. Junior Kathleen
Bonja helped steal game two for the
Toreros, lining a ball into shallow
center with the bases loaded, which
resulted in Kaslin Tucker sprinting
home to score the winning run in the
bottom of the sixth. Kaslin would
also play an instrumental role on
defense, making an extraordinary
diving catch in the top of the sixth to
prevent Tennesee-Martin from scor
ing the go ahead run. The Toreros
return to action tomorrow when they
travel east to take on Oklahoma State
in a three game series.
Women's Tennis falls to USF, 6-1
The Torero women's tennis team
continues to fight through injuries
in their attempt to stay afloat. With
two players out, the Toreros fell to
USF 6-1 in the final round of action
at the USD Invitational. USD's lone

point came off the racket of Alexandra
Demidova who won her matches at No.
4 singles and No. 2 doubles. USD was
forced to default at No. 3 doubles and
No. 6 singles as injuries have left them
short of fielding a full squad. The Tore
ros return to action on Saturday, when
they host Yale at the USD West Tennis
Courts at 10 a.m.

Golf team places second at Callaway
Invitational
Playing host to 15 teams for two days
at The Farms Golf Club, the Torero golf
team placed second, shooting a final
day score of 289 to finish at 874. San
Diego State out shot the Toreros by 13
strokes to prevail over USD with a fin
ishing score of 867. USD's own Darrin
Hall shot an impressive 67 in the final
day of competition.
USD to host first round match of the
WNIT
The Jenny Craig Pavillion will be
the hosting site of USD's first round
match up with UC Santa Barbara in
the WNIT. This marks the first time
USD has hosted an NCAA postseason
sporting event. The game is tonight at
7 p.m.
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Jennifer Ellenbeck warms up during USD's game with Tennessee-Martin.

